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LAWRY’S LETTER

and Lincoln Men Who WUt

Written From West Coast
City Where They Think 40
Ivan M. Scott of Waldoboro, presi
Above Is Cold
Attend Springfield Sessions

THREE CENTS A COPY

Reminiscent Of Days Agone

dent and Carl M. P. Larrabee of Wis-

Vol uine 91...................Number 20.

KNOX SUPERIOR COURT
Term Longer Than Was Expected—Important
Cases For Trial Next Week

tv,„
secretary-treasurer Of the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In the illustrated article which appears herewith, through the courtesy pleasures of this generation at
••It’s a small world," we often say.
Rnnv.. incoln Notional Farm Loan
rtnox-I,UiCOin National farm roan
of the Boston Evening Transcript, Fred C. Green has carried us hack to naught compared with the good old
days, which, in his case, means the
Association will represent it at an I was down town recently in one of
Superior Court adjourned last night he was sober at that time. The case
the days of real sport, thr memory of which cannot be effaced by modern
era
of
the
Spanish
war,
mandolins,
the
large
chain
stores
and
happened
was tried before a drawn jury of 11
It********^.^.*^.**^ annual farm loan conference at th*
substitutes—with all their allurements and advantages.
What older the debut of the golf cap and "cen for the weekend recess, and far from
members. John D. Mitchell acting as
to
be
wearing
my
National
Ouard
pin
being the brief term which had been
X No pleasure Is comparable to t^nd Bank' Springfield,
resident of-Knox County does not recall the school sleighride? How we tury runs" by bicycle clubs.
foreman. A verdict of "not guilty"
which bears a pine tree emblem, in
the standing upon the vantage1 Mass., Peb. 18 and 19,
all piled aboard those marvelous creations known as the Mammoth and
A snowstorm similar to that of the forecast, bids fair, with important was rendered.
♦ ground of truth —Francis Bacon »•
The local association is One of some my overcoat lapel.
• • • •
cases still to be heard, to last well
‘•Aha," said a man whom I later Favorite, owned and operated by Berry Bros, and which in more remote lost weekend had disrupted plans of
gi*«***«.«.*«.«.«.***W 168 such units throughout New EngThe case of Isador Poust of Rock
a
flapper
niece
for
a
motor
trip
to
a
into
next
week.
Trials
in
cases
of
learned
was
the
manager,
"from
_______________________________ — land, New York and New Jersey.
days carried passengers on the old Bath stage route. It was great fun to
land against Charles Burgess of
: Each Ls a co-operative credit agency Maine are vou?" J replied that I was 1 be packed tightly into these big sleighs, but generally there was not room country roadhouse for dinner and Doris B. Sleeper. George Sleeper and i
Cleveland
Sleeper
against
Wallace
M
Union was tried Friday, before the
dancing.
He
listened
to
her
railing
and finances its farmer-members on j proud to acclaim it my native State,
for all, and ordinary sleighs were assigned to care for the surplus students. at Fate and then offered his solution. Little and Earl U. Chaples will start J traverse Jury. John D Mitchell forelong-term mortgages through the j "Indeed it is one of the best in the
“This era of automotive transpor- Monday morning. The hearing on , man This action arose out of an arLand Bank Membership in the Asso-' Untcn " he agreed "Are you near And that, too, was a great privilege-—if you were fortunate enough to
tation
causes you young people to the contested 8tover divorce case is cident which occurred in Union June
have
a
seat
beside
your
best
girl.
The
Mammoth
and
Favorite
met
their
I elation now numbers 93 fanners.
J Portland?" I told him that I came 81
miss
a
lot of healthful fun. Motor also expected to occupy considerable 25. 1935. when a truck owned by Isa
I Ivan M. Scott and Carl M P. Lar- j miles East of Portland from the city fate in the great fire which destroyed Central Garage, among other build
dor Poust and a truck owned by
cars
are
not the proper thing for this time.
rabee will leave for Springfield on' of Rcckland. He held out hLs hand ings. It may he mentioned in passing that the favorite destinations of the
Charles Burgess came together at the
season of year. A sleigh is what you
and
a
broad
smile
came
over
hLs
Fcfc. 17.
Rockland school sleighrides were Camden, where the Bay View House ought to have.
The traverse jury was Impanelled intersection of the Union and Wash
face
thus: John Mitchell, Friendship, ington road. The Burgess truck was
constituted headquarters. Warren, kvhere Hotel Warm swarmed with
"Know Gene O'Neil of The Thorn
Sweet Straw and Fur Robes
(foreman); Harry Baird. North coming out of a private roadway and
dike or Bert BlaLsdell, the hard the students; and South Hope where those famous chicken dinners were
“A storm such as this brings back Haven; Cleo B. Bartlett. Washington; the Poust truck was going towards
ware man?" he inquired. I replied served at the Eiske House.
memories and makes me long for Albert Cables,, Rockland; James A Union. The latter truck was loaded
I knew them both well, after which
days that are gone. We used to hire Curtis, Camden; Mrs Sadie E. Edge- with hens in crates. The plalntlfT
he told me more of Rockland in 10
one of those big sleighs shaped like a comb. Appleton; Prank L. Ollmore, claimed damages for the loss of the
minutes than I know of San Fran
In the days before night clubs, au ments were popular and who had boat, with seats along the sides and Camden; Marcellus P Orne. Warren; hens killed and made unsalable and
ROCKLAND HIGH BOYS AND GIRLS
cisco in the six weeks I have been tomotive transportation and install many bookings when weather was a sort of pulpit for the driver.
Preeman Perry. Rockland; Mrs. Ma damages for the loss of the use of his
vs.
here. He traveled as a hardware ment-plan buying. New England had suitable plunged to the extent of
“Pile the bottom knee-deep with rlon Richards, Rockport; Nelson P truck and for repairs to the truck.
salesman at one time, and a friend a custom which flourished in the win buying “boat sleighs" which were clean straw, throw plenty of fur
THOMASTON HIGH BOYS AND GIRLS
8pear. Cushing: Willard C Winslow, The defense claimed contributory
whose name was Allen, engaged in ter sea-on. It was not indigenous to larger and had bodies shaped like robes over the seats, hitch up four or Vinalhaven. Supernumeraries, Oeorge negligence on the part of the
the shoe business, journeyed with this corner of the nation but was fO6t- (the hulls of vessels, with the driver six horses, crowd ln as many couples E. Lermond. Thomaston; Thomas L. plaintiff.
Saturday, February 15
him all over Bangor, Augusta. Water
— Maker. South Thomaston; OrrLs W.
The jury reported a verdict for the
AT 7.30 P. M.
ville, Portland and Saco. In the
Norwood, Hope; Chester Philbrook, defendant. Charles T. Smalley ap
course of the conversation he told me
ADMISSION I5c, 35c
It. IL S. GYM
Owls Head; Ulysses S. Wincapaw. peared for the plaintiff, and Prank A.
he used to attend the out-of-door
I Union.
Tirrell. Jr., for the defendant.
DOORS OPEN AT 6.30
dances in postoffice square. I have
• • • •
a standing invitation to visit him,
Tlie case of Pauline C. Spear, who
Arthur Duncan was tried Wednes
and intend to see him as often as
day for driving under the Influence sued the action by her father. Arthur
possible before I leave.
of intoxicating liquor, on New Years P. Spear of Brookline. Mass., against
This ls the first person 1 have seen
Eve. when he collided with a parked Robert Dinsmore Wilder of Gardiner,
whom I felt knew Rockland. I may
car belonging to B. C. Perry, stand Mass., and Friendship, involving an
have to study up on the city, for he
ing in front of Mr Perry’s house on accident which occurred on Route 220
remembers places where he has been
Union street. J. Donald Chapman in Warren, on the back road, so
and seems as familiar with them as
was the arresting officer
Officer called. Sept. 11. 1935, when the
I am.
Hatch was with him at the time of plaintiff suffered wounds and laceraThings have livened up a bit at Al
the arrest, but was unable to be in I tlons, has been settled. Judgment for
Specializing
catraz. the home cf Al Capone. I un
j the plaintiff in the sum of $950 has
court at the trial.
derstand they have agreedto stay and
Duncan claimed that he had had been entered. Prank A. Tirrell, Jr.,
"like it.” The Hewett case is being
only one glass of beer and that the and M B. Jones. Jr., represented the
built up considerably by the press, as
lights on his car were not working; plaintiff, and William B. Mahoney
have several murder mysteries.
that he could only put on dimmers. appeared for the defense.
It has been reported -that several
The case of Arthur P Spear against
Burleigh Nash, former special officer,
slight earthquakes have been felt
stated that he watched outside the Robert Dinsmore Wilder has been
here of late, but they were scarcely
beer joint and that Duncan had only marked "neither party, no further ac
noticeable However, there is so much
had one glass of beer. Dr. Kent tes tion." Mr. Spear had sued for ex
noisethat we may have considered
tified that he saw Duncan two hours pense of nursing and medical serv
(Boaton a Maine PUvVwrxplU
that Just a part of it. The new Opera
after the accident and claimed that ices for hLs daughter in the accident.
Only
Pimft*
Re
until
i
and
They
Are
Ju»l
a
Means
of
Transportation
House, which 1 recently went through
seats 6000 It was built of granite
INVESTMENTS
after the war as a memorial to those ered and developed here and camr sitting high up in front. Naturally, as the sleigh would hold, wrap up in
serving their country, at a cost of ap
21 Limerock Street.
Rockland, Maine
the cost of hiring these was greater. | more Buffalo robes and go gliding
into full flower in Massachusetts.
proximately $6,000,000. along with the
Boat Sleighs Rare
j gaily over the hills and through the
It was the sleighing party. Every
Telephone 500
The estate of Mrs Edith B. Riker., the terms of her will, this property re
War Memorial at the Civic Center.
high school senior class, church so
It is practically impossible to And valleys.
The rhododendrons are now in
widow
of John J. Riker. was valued at' vcr,s to his relatives. They include
ciety. whist club and house-to-house
"The fellows and gills would sing,
a "boat sleigh" nowadays in Massa
bloom as well as the quince trees. I
$3,882,277
net in a transfer tax ap John Riker Proctor of Camden. Me.;
social group indulged in at least one
the horses would toss their heads
Thomas E Proctor, 2d,of Boston; and
picked a full blown strawberry blos
chusetts;
nor
am
I
sure
that
one
annually.
until the bells chimed a mellow ac praisal filed in New York yesterday. E=ther B and Martha M. Proctor of
som Peb 2. after the groundhog had
Not a livery stable but what includ- exists in Maine. New Hampshire or cempaniment and eveiyone's cheeks. She died Dec. 21. 1932 and her hus
Ipswich. Mass.
seen his shadow. It was 40 above ed in its equipment a huge pung that Vermont, though it is still possible to
would glow. If there was a moon, band. Aug. 4. 1932.
John Riker Proctor is a well to do
here Tuesday morning and the na was used solely for transporting find big pungs and plenty of banes
that made it more delightful.
Tlie bulk of her estate—$3 641 058
resident of Camden, his home being
tives were nearly frozen. I told them merry-makers
The majority of In those northern sectors, as winter
"We always had some comortable was inherited from her husband By J on Bay View street
they didn't know what cold weather
them had long, built-in seats on sports can testify.
inn
for our objective and there we
was, as we had it 22 below at home each side and often they bore fan- Sleighing parties as they used to
and if it was zero at noon, folks be ciful names painted on their panels be were peculiarly a night-time In would gather around the fireplace
FEED COSTS DROP
|
A LAST REQUEST
and discuss a luscious oyster stew.
gan to remove their overcoats!
in the manner of yachts and Pull- stitution.
There is in Boston a Stmehow that dish seemed the only
I noticed that my old friend. John | man cars.
Favorable Factor In Poultry Sophomores Ask Aid In Supbachelorof middle age who is posThomas, was high man among the
Put a Set in your car NOW. Be prepared for icy
Stable keepers whose establish- sessed of a phobia that sets the
(Continued on Page Five)
Situation — Market Prices
plying Gifts For the Retwo teams rolling against Camden.
road*
Revenge must have been sweet to
Of Eggs Still Decline
membrance Booth
Give Safe Traction in Snow, Ice or Mud
MANY STARS THERE
him. Some of the other stars seem
Improved business conditions and Alumni and Friends of Rockland
to be holding back, especially the
Easy to Put On or Take Off
anchorman. As yet I have not seen Golden Rod Celebrates Past
......... .. *...................
the decline in feed prices with ample
High School:
For Tire Sizes
feed supplies for the remainder of the
This is our last call for contribu
season are favorable factors in the tions to the Sophomore Remembrance
shall be a week getting in shape
Anniversary
present poultry situation, according to Booth. Remember, they must be in
after I get home.
One
of
the
banner
events
of
Golden
the latest report by R. N Atherton, not later than Feb. 20, next Thurs
Best regards to all.
extension
economist at the Uniersity day.
Rod
Chapter
OKS.
is
the
annual
ob..............
*
1
'
'
*
'
*'''
Charles M. Lawry
Members of the class are planning
servance of Past Matrons and Pas!
The amount to be recovered by de- ber of years It will remain habitable of Maine. An the unfavorable side of
San Francisco, Peb. 10
Patrons Night This occasion fell on predation is the cost of the property. or serviceable for the purpose for the ledger are the unprecedented to call on you sometime during the
heavy receipts of eggs on the four ma week for your gift if it hasn't already
which constructed.
A MINISTERIAL INVASION
yesterday's date which also marked if acquired after Peb. 28. 1913. If
If the taxpayer builds a new build jor markets ln December, and the been sent to Barbara Derry, 335-J;
WUl Mark the Maine Methodist Con- thc 44th anniversary of the chapter, acquired by purchase prior to that
ing. the period over which deprecia large stock of storage eggs on hand Ruth Rhodes, 347-W; Dorothy Sher
TEL. 205
ferencc at Augusta In April
Opening with supper fn charge of the date, the basis is the cost of the
man, 417-J; Barbara Orlffln 373-M;
tion may be claimed begins at the Jan. 1.
378 MAIN STREET SYNDICATE BLOCK ROCKLAND
new officers, headed by Mrs. Thelma property, less depreciation sustained
"The general level of wholesale prices Kathleen Chase. 1002-J; Elizabeth
time the building is completed and
Approximately 180 ministers of Stevens, incoming wprthy matron. Prior 1° March 1. 1913, or the value capable of being used. Buildings in thc United States for the year 1935 Scammon. 722-2 (Owl's Head); Anna
Maine Methodist churches will as tables filled every available inch of an March 1. 1913, whichever is under construction are not subject was about 117 percent of the 1910-14 Pellicane, 1172, or Virginia Haskell,
semble in Augusta, April 14, for the the banquet hall. The line was head- greater.
average, of 7 percent higher than ln M7J.
to a depreciation allowance.
cd by past matrons and patrons who
Th<’ proper allowance for depreciaopening of the Maine Conference.
Sophomore Class. Rockland High
If it is clearly shown that, because 1934 and 21 percent higher than in
The conference, commencing Tues proeeeded to the table reserved for , tion Is that amount which should be of economic or other conditions, 1933," Mr. Atherton points out. In School.
aside for the taxable year ln acday night April 14. will carry on them. As they stcod in their places
property must be abandoned at a dustrial production is now about 10
Mrs. Stevens greeted them with an ordance with a reasonably consist- date prior to the end of its normal percent above a year ago and many
through
the
week,
ending
on
the
fol

DRUGGISTS SUPPORT BARROWS
For this week we have to offer one grand bargain.
lowing Monday morning. Bishop J. appropriate poem written for the oc- ent Plan <not necessarily a uniform useful life, so that depreciation de observers predict that this year it will
It’s something that every man knows about and
rate), whereby the aggregate amount
Ralph Magee, D. D. will conduct a casion
ductions alone arc insufficient to continue above the corresponding
One hundred druggists, members of
Table decorations, also done by the
Pll>s ^e salvage value, return the cost or other basis, a rea period of 1935.
values.
series of morning addresses. Bishop
the Maine Pharmaceutical Associa
Magee is from St. Paul. Minnesota. supper committee, were in keeping wil1 at the end of the useful ltf« of sonable deduction for obsolescence
"Egg receipts during December in tion. unanimously voted at their mid
Among the other principal speakers with the valentine season. On the th« Property equal the cost or other may be allowed ln addition to de the Boston. New York. Chicago and winter meeting in Augusta Thursday
known In advance is Lewis O. Hart head table were three birthday cakes dasts of the property.
preciation. No deduction for ob Philadelphia markets were the highest to support Lewis O Barrows, secre
^Predation rate of a building solescence Is permitted because. In the for the month on record," Mr Ather
man, D D. editor of the Zion's Her in the form of Colonial ladies, and at
tary of state and Newport druggist,
numbPr
ald. one of the most forward-looking each plate was a place card bearing 18 not baf*d uP°n’
opinion of the taxpayer, the property ton declares. "Winter and spring re for the Republican nomination for
years
It
will
stand
before
being
con

journalists in America.
the dates: 1892-1936. Also at each
ceipts are likely to continue relatively Governor in the June primaries.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Friday, the 17th the Laymen’s Con plate was a favor in the form of a demned and razed, but on the numhigh. More eggs were being laid per
Never before have we been able to offer such a
ference will organize, consisting of a small wooden gavel, tied with five- j
'
-----------------------------■
100 layers in January 1 than cn that
wonderful bargain. These are selling everywhere at
lay delegate from each Methodist colored ribbons. These beautifully , secretary, Ralph U. Clarke; treasurer. | presented a poem appropriate to the date in any of the past 11 years, ex YOUR FAVORITE POEM
$1.50 per garment and that will be our price next
Church ln the State. They will elect shaped and finished miniature gavels, Mrs. Belle Frost; organist. Mrs. Alta occasion.
cept for 1932.
II I had my life to lire again I would
Other past matrons and patrons
three lay delegates from this State were made by Mrs. Stevens’ father. Dimick; Adah. Mrs. Maitie Spauld“Jan. 1. 1936 storage stocks of eggs have made a rule to read some poetry
week.
and
listen to some music at least once
present
were
Mrs.
Nellie
Dow.
Mr.
who will attend the General Confer Robert E. Hanscom of Machias whose , inr: Ruth. Mrs. Ivy Chatto; Esther
were 47 precent above Jan. 1, 1935, a week
The loss ot these tastes ls a
Meanwhile every day new spring goods are ar
ence held at Columbus. Ohio, in May. clever fingers turned out 54 in all. Mrs. Helen Chapman; Martha. Mrs. and Mrs. E. C. Payson, Mr. and while dressed poultry was down 19 loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
riving. The Sweaters for men and boys are new
Mrs.
Benjamin
Philbrook.
Dr.
J.
A.
Following this election, the Laymen's Waiters wore dainty valentine caps I Millie Thomas; Electa. Mrs. Katheryn
percent.
SHF. WALKS IN BEAUTY
patterns and are handsome. Come in and look them
Conference will then meet in united and during the supper hour a pro- St. Clair; warder. Mrs. Laura Maxey; Richan, Edward Gonia, F. A. Maxey,
"Feed c<Kts declined further in De
Robert Stevenson. Arthur Wisner, cember and the price relationship is She walks in beauty, like tbe night.
gram
was
presented
featuring
a
tap
I
^^inel.
Alfred
Church;
soloist.
Mrs.
session
with
the
ministers
for
the
re

over.
Of cloudless climes and starry skies;
dance by Beverly Bowden, piano solos Eva Green. As the past matrons and Raymond Watts, Oeorge L. St. Clair, now much more favorable to Maine And all that's best of dark and bright
mainder of the week.
Meet In her aspect and her eyes
by Ernest Johnson, and violin solo by patrons entered the chapter hall all Carlyle U. Brown. George W. Gay and poultrymen. A year ago the feed Tims mellowed to that tender light
1
Which heaven to gaudy day denies.
Rev.
Herman
Winchenbaugh.
: gathered in a circle around the altar
price index stood at 110. now it is 69.”
Cautlon to pedestrians: Walk on Shirlene McKinney.
Chapters
represented
were:
ForgetOne
shade the more, one ray the less.
Officers
for
the
evening
meeting
to
sing
"Auld
Lang
Syne
”
and
each
Market prices of eggs continue to
the left side of the road!
Had half Impaired the nameless grace
were: Worthy matron, Mrs. Gertrude J received a rosebud. Mr. and Mrs. me-Not of South Thomaston. Orient decline in January. Mr. Atherton’s Which waves In every raven tress
Or softly lightens o'er her lace;
Boody; worthy patron, Milton M. 1 Lawrence Miller were taken into of Union, Grace of Thomaston and statistics show, and he predicts egg Where
thoughts serenely sweet express
1855
1936
How pure, how dear their dwellingprices for February and March belcw
Griffin; associate matron, Mrs. Eve membership, and Mrs. Clara Watts Ivy of Warren.
place.
lyn Orcutt; associate patron. George impressively conducted the memorial
those of the corresponding period last
133T&Th-tf
E. A. GLIDDEN
CO.
And on that cheek and o'er that brow.
year.
Orcutt; conductress, Mrs. Vivian Hew service. An entertainment program
So soft, so calm, yet eloquent.
Waldoboro, Me.
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
The smiles that win. the tints that glow.
Ruth Coltart, chiropodist, will be
ett; associate conductress. Mrs. Maude included a vocal solo by S. T. Con1228tf
But tell of days In goidness spent,
AND HAMBURG STEAKS-Blodgett; marshal. Mrs Carolyn Stew- j stantine, accompanied by Mrs. Mar- away from her office Feb. 21 to
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on A mind at peace with all below.
Artistic Memorials in Stone
(Swiff* Best Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound)
A heart whose love is innocent!
18&2O the left side of the road!
art; chaplain, Dr. Harry L. Richards; guerlte Johnson. Mrs. Bocdy also March 2. Inclusive.—adv.

CaSSet,

X

BASKETBALL

UNLISTED SECURITIES

INCORPORATED INVESTORS

BANK STOCKS

INSURANCE STOCKS

LINCOLN E. McRAE

SHARES IN MILLIONS

DOUBLE EMERGENCY

TIRE CHAINS

IT’S INCOME TAX TIME

No. 1-4.00-4.50-4.75,

each 25c

No. 2-5.00-5.25-5.50,
No. 3-6.00-6.50,

each 29c
each 36c

rdo.Tam^Tgo^wtiT^T

officers Nl«htand lts44t!l Read Carefully the Information Which Will

Here Be Furnished

H. H. CRIE & CO.

AYER'S

CARTER’S OVERALLS
at 9gc

WILLIS AYER

SIM’S

LUNCH

A

35c

—Lord Byron
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At The High School

Now therefore stand and see this
great thing, which the Lord will do
before your eyes. —1 Sam. 12: 16.

(By the Puplla)

Home Community

! NOTICING!

If a restaurant owner regularly
took dinner at another restau

Have any of this paper’s
readers, gifted with the
noticing faculty, noticed—

rant, he would be considered

rather queer, and the trade of
his

surely

hours of hard work ploughing his own

acres, he would probably be
locked up for insanity... There
is a thought here for all citizens

of

this

community.

We

are

working to develop home en

♦ ♦

terprises. Therefore, let’s plant

THAT with Washington continually ■
Juggling with the nonchalance of thc
finished performer the easy blllicns
of O.P.M.. why shculd a Townsend
Plan more or less stand between!
friends?

♦♦

would

fall off . . If a farmer planted seed in
another farmer’s field and then spent

THAT this arrival upon our shores
of thc wild Irish rose, George Bernard
Shaw, that studied iconcclast of the
Intellectual, and unfriendly critic of
whatever bears the label of these;
United States, fails to move you to
any particular manifestation of the
hat cast in air.

THAT these smooth and level fairways of the South never cease to invite conviction that before the season
shall have run its course you are certain to register that supreme achievement of the golfing field, the hole in
cne.

restaurant

our seed in our own furrows. Let’s buy
MFMBCI

whenever we can from home merchants.

Federal Drpmit

It helps them, helps each one of us, and
the community in generaL

|
I
,
>
.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND,

CAMDEN,

UNION,

VINALHAVEN,

MORE ABOUT THE CARNIVAL
a

uA be Jloy&l te out

WARREN

Every-Other-Day

The honcr roll for the second quar1 ter of the school year has been posted
thus: Seniors. All A’s, Edward Hayes:
3 A’s. William Anderson. Carlton
Qrcgcry, Thelma Whitehouse, Fran
ces Yeung; nothing below B. Cath
erine Chisholm. Lucille Ccndon. Mar
garet Dunton. Sulo Gronros, Ruth
Harper. Margaret Kent. O;car Marsh.
Ruth Marston. Charles Merritt. Grace
Poland. Carl Spear. Dcrothy Thomas
. and Ralph Tyler.
• • * •
Junicrs all A’s. James East. Eleanor
Johnsen. Barbara Ferrv; A A’s. Edith
J Dondis. Virginia Gray. Vieno Kangas:
3 A’s. Willis Anderson,. Charles Dor-1
gan. Alberta Graver. Shirley Stan
ley; nothing below B. Rursell Hick! man. Rose Malburg. Dorothy Munro, j
Helvi Rivers.
• • • •
j Sophomores, all A’s, Doris Borger-1
i son, Jchn Huke. Donald Marriner
Ruth Rhodes; 5 A’s. Russell Hewett; 1
4 A’s. Robert Brown. Ruth Thomas 1
Bernard Thompson; 3 A’s, Virginia
Haskell. Ethel Hayes. Ralph Hoffses
i Dcrothy Sherman. Vallie McLaughlin
Richard Marsh. Marian Vinal. Ann>’
i Pellicane; nothing below B. Evelyr.
Bragg. Gardner Brown Margate:
I Davenport. Barbara Derry, Helen
Mllls. Josephine Pellicane.. Frederick
' Perry. Stanley Prescott, and Ralph
1 Rawley.

Special
Cleaning
Prices

Camden Is Certainly Going To Do Itself Proud

At the Next Weekend

AT

LAMB’S
FOR

NEXT WEEK
MEN’S SUITS
AND

Front row. left to right: Frank E. Morrow. Allen F. Payson. Alphonso S. Prince, Margaret Wysong, J. Hugh
Montgomery. T. Jenness French. Donald H. Rollins, John Taylor.
Rear row. Irft to right: George Dyer, George W. Pullen. H. Nelson Dcngremond. E. Hamilton Hall, Albert
E. Whitehill, Josiah S. Hobbs. Harold S. Corthell, Eugene Rich and Orville L. Gross.
________________________________ *
.................

OVERCOATS

phy cla"« enjoyed a talk given Wed-| Camden is agog cver Its winter car- six boys, bexing glcves and all, may
ncsd,y by Eleanor Johnson about her nival which opens one week from to the best man win. Clowns to Inix
trip to Norway and Sweden. • She day and la:ts threugh Sunday and things up, obstacle races, wheelbar
rpoke about the people, their custcms
row races, etc. Never a dull moment.
Mcnday. For the convenience of
and festivities, thc schools. the cities
And when plans go astray there’s be |
THAT not until the first pages be
an aeroplane equipped with skis for,
Freshmen, all A’s, Harold Dondis which she visited and of the wonder-1 th0~e who would likc * kn0’v
gin with amplified capital letters to
] Joseph Dondis: 4 As. Grant Davis: ful landscapes. Thc mountains as details ln advance the following landing cn snow. Here’s a chance to
present the various candidates in the ,
roc the Penobscot Bay region under
3 As. Inez Bowley. Roger Perry, Pelic- well as the many fjords, in which thc schedule is published:
frenzied attitude of hurling, can the
ideal winter conditions for a small,
Perry:nothing below B. Edith Berg- tide rises and falls only two or three
campaign of 1936 be considered as
Saturday
inches,
greatly
add
to
the
rugged
charge per person. The Carnival1
i
gren.
Solomon
Cohen.
Earl
Cook.
having actually got underway.
i
9 30 a. m.—Coronation ct the CarnI-, committee has deliberately planned a 1
Charles Duff. Richard Fisher, Edith beauty cf the country. She speke es
val Queen at The Village Green. program that will have wide Interest
Oray. Patricia Hall Robert Hannon peclally of the midnight sun which is
THAT what the more enterprising
Ifoamtr’e Pond
cne of the remarkable sights of thc
for all ages and ls not giving pre
Paul
Horevsack.
Dorothy
Howard
shirt factories of this country are :
Katherine Jordan. Ione Louraine North, resembling verv much a ball of 10 30 a m—Junior Boys’ 100 Yard Ski cedence to p rofessional entrants.
searching for is a button that knows '
Dash. Men’; open 1 Lap Skat
The new rink will be brilliantly
Elean:r Mattatall, Maxine Berry fire.
By Nicholas Roosevelt
its place and will stay that way.
ing.
lighted each night until and during
Priscilla Staples. Frank Steeves. and
For the National Republican Builders, Inc.
10 40 a. m —Junior Girls 100 Yard Ski the carnival, and of course, an open
Sylvia Webster.
THAT with the beauty salon. 3
Tickets are now on sale for the
The warm reception given to such divergent anti-New Deal views as those
Dash Women's epen 1 Lap invitation stands for all who wish to
designation that only the French expressed recently by “Al" Smith and by Senator Borah shows clearly what
Leaving the school building at 8 three one-act plays, coached by Mis'
U'C the rink. The toboggan slide and
Skating. ’
tongue can successfully engage with, a difficult task lies ahead of the Republicans in the coming campaign.
o’clock yesterday morning, by bus. a Parker and given en Wednesday and 10 50 a. m —Junior Boys' 100 Yard ski jump were delayed tn construction
announced from such a bewildering
good sized delegation cf boys and girls, Thursday evenings by members of the
Sr.owshce Darh. Men's epen 4 due to the rceent heavy snowstorm.
no
There
is
pledge themselves to cut expendi
multitude of shop fronts, the wonder
Journeyed to Bath to take part in the Junier clft's
Lap Skating.
| tut will be ready thLs afternoon and
tures
as
rapidly
as
possible;
to
cease
grows that ever a feminine coun doubt that the
mcming and afternoon outdoor pro....
1100 a. ra.—Junior Girls 100 Yard thereafter. Don Rcllins will be on
borrowing;
and
to
re-vamp
the
na

tenance should offer Itself for public number of persons,
gram of snow and Ice events ln the
Snowshoe Dash. Women’s epen J hand to give professional ski instrucNot to be cutdcr.e by the gi:Is in
tion's tax structure so that the
consideration wanting in the least de disaffected With
second annual Winter Carnival being the poetry notebook prcject of the
2 Lap Dash.
tion Saturday and Sunday afternoons
people
are
aware
of
the
heavy
tax
tails of attraction.
held there. Contestants Included public speaking eCasses. iriterestin? 1110 a. m —Obstacle Race, Men's at 2 o'clock. Let’s get a big crowd
ROCKLAND, MAINE
the New Deal is
burden they already bear.
Charles Toner, Sam Glover Ralph collections have been made by Charles
Op:n.
j cut Sunday afternoon.
Most men and women who have j
easily great enough
THAT a natural comment the vtslRawley. Edward Peaslee. Rober: Tcner, Ralph Raw’.-y. Frederick 1120—a. m’—Men's open 100 Yard
Always an important question.
no Income tax to pay do not realize
tor launches upon the Florida chicken j
defeat
Chandler, Charles Merritt. Sanford Perry. Robert Hills, and Russell Hew
Snowshoe
rash.
Junior
Beys'
,
“
What
music for the big dance?”
that they contribute a large share of
Is the early harvesting of it. that Roosevelt But the)
Delano. Robert Hills Norma Havener ett. They tear such titles as "Choice
50 Yard Skating.
, Edd.e Whalen and his Privateers is
their income to the support of the
projects it into a critical world are of one mind £
Dorothea Merriam. Shirley Stanley Selections" and “New and Old Favo 11.30—a. m —Women’s open 100 Yard . the answer. This popular orchestra
Federal. State and local govern-,
.
,
equipped with little else than a for only in what they
menu Only when the nature of the ; V^nta K**'11 and Ruth
Snowshoe Dash. Junior Girls promises to be in tip top form and
rites" and some are illustrated with
midable support of bone concealed by dislike. They are
The group were chaperoned by ML" pen and ink sketches that are unusu50 Yard Skating.
I this attraction in the gaily decorated
tax burden Is made plain will it be
a drapery of skin impervious alike to not agreed either
Hellier.
and
Mr
Durrel!,
coach
»:
11
40
a
m._Men
’
s
Open
100
Yard
Ski
, Opera House plus special novelty at!
ally
clever
and
effective.
possibie to curtail government ex
knife or teeth.
winter sports.
as to a platform or as to a leader.
Dasli. Junior Beys' 1 Lap Skat- tractions, promises a grand evening of
• • • •
penditures of all kinds.
With characteristic shrewdness Mr
Ing.
' entertainment.
The Roosevelt Administration has
Members of the student council are
With the small projects nearlv ail
THAT you continue to dwell upon Roosevelt is trying to meet this op demoraliaed the personnel of the
11 50 a. m.—Women's open 100 Yard .
-----------------the occasion of embarrassment when 1 position by quietly scrapping the Federal departments by the Injec to have silver pins, bearing the words completed, the larger projects in
Ski
Dash.
Junior
Girls
1
Lap
THE
LIONS LOST
after complimenting yourself upon the New Deal Ever alert to public senti tion of politics and the appointment "Student Council" and appropriate manual training have been started
Skating.
insignia
This group meets every which includ? such articles as library
cleverness with which you had em ment he knows that he cannot be re of a vast army of spoilsmen.
12.00—12.03 Obstacle Race Womens. gut pqQt Until Their Literary
Wednesday morning with Principal 1 tables, bookcases, filing cabinets,
balmed in the notebook that matter elected without dissociating himself
open.
The Republicans will have to Blaisdell, and is composed of the four j medicine cabinets, ferneries. lamps,
Opponents Had a Very
of indispensably high importance from the unpopular acts of his ad pledge themselves to strengthen and
2 00 p. m.-^Junicr Beys' Up and
class presidents, and two membets i and tables cf all kind1. Later cn in
ycu were unable to decipher a word of ministration.
Down Hill Ski Run.
enlarge th? civil service system—and
Bad Scare
j the vear this department is planting
what it was all about.
The NBA. was conveniently killed will have to carry out this pledge in from each of the four classes.
2.15 p. m—Junier Girls' Up and
to exhibit the articles at an assembly
for him by the Supreme Court. He stead of doing as Mr. Roosevelt has
Dewn HIU Ski Run.
• J Not thc least among exciting bas
Rose Flanagan has been schcol and at lccal hardware store, in order
mourned
loudly
until
he
saw
that
the
THAT the neighbor who conscien
2.30 p. m—Cress Country Ski Run. ketball combats this season was that
done—promise this reform, and then ! stenographer this week.
to give the parents and public an op
tiously clears from his sidewalk the country at large welcomed the end perform the opposite.
Open Men’s.
Tuesday night when the Rockland
portunity to see the kind cf work
cver-night accumulations of sr.ow of this experiment;. He has recently
The Roosevelt Administration has I
2 35 p m —Women s Up and Down High School faculty staged a last
The
debating
teams,
coached
by
which
is
being
dene
in
this
course.
and ice is theone to whom is credited of his own accord given the final injected politics, impractical theories
Hill Ski Run.
Miss Stahl, are in Bangor today to
quarter rally to beat the Lions 28 t3
the well-deserved title cf Public Bene- death blow to the AAA. by having and unbelievable inefficiency into
3 CO p m.—Ski Jumping.
participate in try-out debates with
24. Thc first half the teams shared
factor No. 1.
Iits most important auxiliaries an- the administration of relief.
The extension courses cn "ProgrejSunday
other high schools in eastern Maine.
nulled. In response to the criitcisms
even
scoring honors much of the way.
The Republicans will have to re Upholding the affirmative side are 1 sive Education" and "Tests and Meas2 00 p. m—Figure Skating Bat 1- a(jd ended witli the faculty leading
j urements" which members of th?
THAT in these days cf the organ- of his recUess spending he has be- store the administration of relief to
Doris Borger-on. Jack Huke. Ethel
Royal Boxing Match. Hcekey
| faculty have been taking with Profesized specialist, might not our lnsti- gun ,t0 put an «nd
"pump prim- local agents who know the local con
,
,, . ,13 ta 11. In the third quarter the
Hayes, and Grant Davis; the negative.
Fotato Race cn Skis. Mens
tutions of learning profitably set up ing
Even ,he constitution which, ditions. They will have to devise
i sor Jackman and Dr. Crawf:rd from
Edward Haves. Ruth Thomas. Marian
Open Cne Snowshoe. 1 Ski 100 y°unScr blood of the Lions made the
a chair for the instruction of public eight months ago he derided as the means of avoiding waste and unwar
ths University of Maine were com
Vinal and Frances Young.
Yard Dash. Women's Open professors look somewhat anaemic.
eating house attendanU. whose Pr°duct °f a
horse-and-buggy
pleted Thursday evening with very
ranted expenditures. Their basic
Wheelbarrow Race Skis and ar.d with Knowlton on a scoring spree
business it shall be to go intelligent- age hc ** now beginning to respect guide must be the principle that
satisfactory results.
Kippy Karnival was the subject of
Snowshoe;. Men's Open Horse led the teachers 20 to 13 until the*
ly about the dining premises, equipped with ri8idity.
the best form of relief ls re-employ Tuesday's assembly, with Carl Spear
Races.
ment.
closing minutes of the game
with a neat,metal instrument adapt
as chairman, and the class presidents |
PRINTED STATIONERY
ANSWERING MR. HULL
These circumstances, taken to-}
Manday
ed to the effective punching out of
The Roosevelt Administration has and committee chairmen of the Kar
"New boys, it is time to go to work.”
that brings a smart gay note to
the accumulations solidified in the gether. show more plainly than cver tried to help the farmers by regi nival as speakers. With this biggest
warned
Captain
Bowden.
and
High Schcol Boys and Gii b
the need of constructive thinking on J
your letters.
neck of the salt-cellars.
In the We Wanterknow department 10 00 a. m —Bovs’ 1 Lap Skating.
straightway every teammate an
event of the school year so near at
the part of the Republicans. Mr j mentation.
a few days ago appeared an appeal 10 10 a. m —Girls' 1 Lap Skating.
swered with a basket or two. sweep
«- <9
The
Republicans
will
have
to
turn
hand,
it
was
possible
to
outline
very
...
Roosevelt’s strategy of saving him100 SINGLE SHEETS
ing to a flnal victory. The summary:
™
Li'
by sacrificing the New Deal de- ! to methods which have as their ob- definitely all plans. Opening on next from W H. Hull of Bremen asking 10.20 a. m —Boys’ 2 Lap Skating
us to locate Charles Hendrick, for 10.30 a m.^Girls 2 Lap Skating.
ing-hcuse environed winter vacation
50 ENVELOPES
Faculty
prives the Republicans of many of accord. They are united, further- Wednesday and Thursday evenings
merly of Little Deer Isle. A reader
finds it difficult to discharge himself
crops
of
which
we
do
not
have
a
surwith
the
three
one-act
plays.
Old
10.40 a. m —4 Man Relay. 1 Lap
their most effective points of crltt-1
G.
F Pts.
of the cynical conclusion that life is
or
i plus. There is no single simple Walnut,” "Copy," and “Ghost Story," furnishes the Information that Hen
Sceak. rf.........’......... 5
1
11
cism.
apiece.
drick resides cn the Cobb road in
little else than Just one meal after
!
panacea.
A
constructive
farm
pro

the
Karnival
itself
will
take
place
on
10 50 a. m —Girls' 100 Yard Ski Dash Durrell. lf ............... 2
It Ls necessary to do much more
0
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
Camdem and. is night watchman in I
lQQ
gk.
another.
than merely to attack Mr Roosevelt gram can be adopted only after the Friday, with nine booths vending I
Bcwden. c ............... 113
wares
in
the
gym.
and
a
sparkling
free
8
m
1
erC
‘
,11.10
a.
m
—
Obstacle
Rac?
for
Boy;.
fullest
possible
discussion.
4> #
50 ENVELOPES
I personally. Little will be gained by
Libby, rg................... 0
0
0
With most of these objectives lib entertainment given in the assembly'
THAT this refusal on the part of denouncing what is
o{ the wreck
11 20 a. m.—100 Yard Snowshce Rac? Fowler, rg .......... .
4
19
New York city to license that age- of the New Dea,
erals and Liberty Leaguers are in hall by members from all classes in;
for Girls.
A BASKETBALL ROOSTER
McCarty, lg ............. Oil
long reverenced exoonent of a gloriInslead
wlI1 have 1 accord. They are united, further the afternoon. There will be hot'
1130 a. m—100 yard Snowshoe Race
cu? art. the hand ergan. discloses an-, t0 indicate clearly their intentions more, in their unwillingness to see dogs hamburgers, soda, ice cream.1 A Thcmasicn cerreipond c; wants
for Beys.
12
28
ether insidious movement on the part j and thclr proJected methods. As j the powers of the Federal govern- candy, pop cern. cooked foods, and to kr.ow where cur rcoster ls on 2.03 p. m —4 Boy Medley Relay.
Lions
of pewer entrenched in office to deny j^. Borah COrrectly put it, it is more ' ment extended as was attempted by grabs on sale, and a country store, a that Thcmaston-Rockland basketball 2.15 p m —Cross Country Ski Run
O
F. Pis.)
rifle range, and a tea room all em game. If he means the Rockland
to us of the common people that joy j lmt>ortant to concentrate on a liv- ! the present administration.
for Boys.
Knowltonr.
rf
...........
6
2
14‘
of music (capably handled) which ing platform than to exhume a dead
bracing
worthwhile
attractions.
Cli

If the Western agrarian radicals
2.20 p. m.—Up and Down Hill Ski
rooster here it is.
4
Cross, lf ................... 2
0
rightfully should attach to the one.
are willing to make concessions and maxing the three day event, will be
Run for Girls.
Postage 10c Extra
Haskell,
c
.................
1
3i
1
politically aimed at larger life.
2.30 p. m —Ski Jumping.
The only excuse for re-emphasiz- , the Eastern industrial conservatives the Grand Karnival Ball, from 8 to
1
Russell, rg ............... 0
1
•
A «
Throughout the three days' sched
ing Mr. RooseveJt’s bioken promises' are Prepared to recognize the wide 12 on Friday evening, withfavors, pro
2' • Marne and Address on Sheets
Prescott, rg ......
1
0
THAT the London newspaper pre is because they show a side of his spread demand for progressively grams. and Eddie Whalen and his
ule will be various ccmedy events that
and Envelopes—or. Monogram
Gowell, lg ............... 0
0
0
dictions that Edward VIII is tc be a character which it is of v'tal im- lowered tariffs there will be little Privateers providing music.
on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
, arc sure to provide a let of fun for
The color scheme this year will be
democratic king and his own master | portance for the nation as a whole • difficulty in unifying the party on a
) centtestants and spectators, battle
•
Greytone paper in lovely pastel
24
10
suggests that his Royal Highness has | not to forget.
sound program. But lf one or the red and white, appropriate for thc
I royal boxing match en thc ice between
shades of Blue, Ivory, Grey, or
Orchid.
been keeping an eye upon what has
The obvious task of the Republi- other group seeks to impose its views Washington’s Birthday season. The
Lincoln Academy defeated Rock
bcen going on in this Country.
, cans is to concentrate on the rcstora- rigidly many voters will be alienated. hope fcr a large attendance of pupils,
•
Printing in Black. Blue, Violet
port High 31 to 17 at Rockport last
parents friends, and well-wishers was
Miami. Feb. 12.
j tlon of legitimate business of all
or Brown ink.
tight with Reed and Allen starring. (
expressed by each speaker at this as
------------------kinds.
Team work on the part of the visi
sembly.
INFANTILE PARALYSIS TOLL
This means not only to remove
• • • •
tors
told tlie story. The Lincoln
-------the remaining hindrances to busiA Stamp Club, meeting every Wed‘-juf
jlrls were also victorious, refcatlng
Infantilc paralysis cripples or kills ■ ness recovery left by the New Deal
I ne:day. has been formed in the junior!
'.heir Rockport cousins 35 to 27.
■goiter
10 000 America^ (children annually. I experiments, but to restore order in
high, with Miss Brown directing acScore
of boys’ game:
That is the finding of Dr. Leroy W. the biggest business in the country

♦*

59c

Republicans Must Unite on
a Constructive Platform
Pledging Economy and
Efficiency in Government

♦♦

Why Not
Have
The Best?

♦♦

ARTHUR F.

LAMB

♦♦

♦♦

♦*

SPECIAL SALE!

February and March

RYTEX
GREYTONE

4

Nature never
^created a .

Hubbard, director of extension work
for the Warm Springs Foundation of
New York. Thc survey indicated the
disease was unknown in the United
States before the middle of the nine
teenth century and did not reach pan
epidemic proportion till as late as
1916.

Caution to pedestrians:
the left side of the road!

—lf not in the world—the govern
ment of the United States of Ameri
ca.
The Roosevelt Administration has
spent with unsurpassed recklessness.
It has borrowed as much as it could,
and has evaded the all-important
tax issue. It has tampered with thc
currency, flirted with inflation, and
Walk on shaken confidence ln credit.
The

Republicans

will

have

to

Anthracite*

CLEERCOAL
Ltn than a Barrel of Ash to the Ton

ROCKLAND *

COALCOMPANY
Tel. 72

The Courier-Gazette

been presented by Barbara Soule. Paul
Stevens, and Ritchie Llnnell. and sev 4 LOCAL CONCERN
eral collections have been exhibited SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE^I^g
by the members.
• • • •
FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
Valentine parties were enjoyed in
the Junior High rooms Friday after
McLOON SALES,& SERVICE
ncon.
• « • ■

In connection with the study of
Scandinavia, the commercial geogra-

ROCKLAND

TEIS. 730 A, 731

MAINE

Lincoln
G.
Reed, lf ................... 4
Blake, lf ................. o
Allen, rf .............. 4
Hildebrandt, c ..... 0
Lewis, lg ............... 3
Cowan, lg ............. 0
Weeks, rg .............. 0
—
Totals ................ 11

F.
3
2
2
1
1
0
1
—

p

9

31

a
i

10
l
7
0
1
—

Morang. lf
Grant, lf ..
Ryder, rf ....
Moon, c ....
Curtis, lg ..
Stearn. rg

Totals

Rockport
G.
......... 4
............. 1
............. 1
............. 0
............. 1
............. 0
—
............

7

P.
8
2

F.
0
0
1
0
2
0
—

(J
-4

3

17

3
0

4

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!
Peb 17—Kiwanis Charter Wight at
MueoqIc haU.
Feb. 19—Illustrated lecture. “Behind
the Walls of Ohlna" by Dr. Marian
Bradshaw.
at
the
Congregational
Church
Feb. 19—Past Orands and Past Noble I
Orands Association of Knox and Lin
coln counties meets at Albert McPhail's
Owl's Head
Feb. 19-20—Junior Class presents three
one-act playa at High School auditorium.
Feb. 20—Past Presidents' night at
Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
Feb. 20—St. Bernard’s church mid
winter coffee party.
Feb. 20—Birthday banquet, Methodist
vestry.
Feb. 20—Baptist Men's League
Feb 21—Camden—Fire Department
Gift Sail ln Opera House.
Feb 21—Rockland High School Kippy
Karnival
Feb. 21 (2 to 9.30)—Educational Club
meets at G.AJl. hall.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday
Feb. 22—Union—Winter carnival at
Seven Tree Pond.
Feb. 22-24—Camden—Winter carnival
at Hosmer's Pond.
Feb 24—Quarterly meeting Lincoln
Baptist
____ Association at First Baptist
Church.
F»b. 24—Shakespeare Society meets1
with Mrs. Louise Duff.
Feb. 26—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 28—Annual meeting of Knox
County Fish and Game Association at
Baptist Church In Thomaaton
Feb 26—Thomaston—Annual meeting
of Knox County Fish and Game As
sociation at Baptist Church.
Feb.
27—Masonic masquerade at
Temple hall.
March 2—Warren—Town meeting.
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at
Opera House, sponsored by CamdenRockport Lions Club.
March 17—St Patrick's Day.
March 23—Bath—Launching of the
destroyer Drayton.
March 23-2!—Orono—Farm and Home
week.
April 5—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Good Friday.
April 12—Easter.
April 15-20—Augusta—Maine Metho
dlst
conference
June
"i^Republlcsn National Conven-
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Mrs. Adah Roberts will be chair*

] man of public supper at Legion hall
“BEHIND THE
WALLS OF CHINA” tonight, under auspices of American

A lecture of superb beauty and
authentic information
by
t’ROF. MARION J. BRADSHAW

; Legion Auxiliary.

Among the features of tjie Baptist
Men's League meeting next Thursday
will be a club-swinging exhibition by
Herbert W. Keep, who is still handy
| with the “Injuns.”

Based on his recent personal ex
periences and studies in China.
■ and profusely illustrated by sterecpticon views taken by himself,
Manager L. J. Dandeneau ot Park
tnany in natural colors.
1 Theatre went today to Portland
where he will receive treatment for a
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 19—7.30 P. M. leg injury sustained last summer
Adults 25c.
Children 10? , while playing baseball.

CHARLES W. LIVINGSTON

“HELL
As One Man Found It”
Subject of Sermon by

J. Charles MacDonald
ct thc

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Evg., February 16
at 7.15
Special music by choir under
direction of Charles Wilson

Charles W. Livingston entered into
eternal rest Peb. 3. He was born at
Isle au Haut, son of George and
Sarah Kempton Livingston.
His
young manhoed was spent in various
t:wns at his chosen profession in
metal work. He was married to Edna
Babbidgc of Deer Isle in 1879, and
there were born to them three daugh
ters—Martha, Sarah and Marie. Mr.
Livingston took for his second wife in I
1894 F.orcnee Hackett of New York, to
Whom was born a son Charles W.
Livingston Jr.
While still a young man Mr. Livlngs'.on settled in Rockland, where he
established the Livingston Manufac
turing Co. later withdrawing to carry
on an independent business, in which
he was recognized as a skilled crafts
man. until the time of his death.
Mr. Livingston was a public mind
ed citizen, assuming responsibility
from time ts time as tax collector and
town treasurer of Owl's Head. He was
a member of the Rockland Lodge of I
Masons, King Solomon’s Temple I
Chapter, King Hiram's Council and
Claremont Commandery.
He was a lifelong member of St.
Peter's Church, where he served with
devotion and faithfulness. For years
he held the office of senior warden of
the parish. Living to a ripe age. but
youthful in mind, his counsel was
sought both in his parish and com
munity.
He is survived by one son. Charles
Livingston Jr.; two daughters. Mar
tha Condcn of California and Marie
Taylor of Rhode Island; and a
brother John Livingston of Toledo.
Ohio
February 5 the Requiem Eucharist
was offered for his repose at St
Peter's Church ln the presence of
many parishioners and friends. May
he rest in peace.
(Contributed!
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Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
afternoon for tacking. Supper at 6
Winslow's
Wonders
smothered ln charge of Mrs. Carrie House and.
There wiU be a rehearsal of the Sncws Snaps at the Star alleys last Mrs. Mina King, and business and a
SERMONETTE
ttew officers of Golden Rod Chapter,: night to the tunc of 100 pins Brault program in the evening.
O.E .3. Sunday at 2 at Masonic j had hlgh strong (119) and F. WinsOur Shepherd
Tfcrnple.
low had high total, 309.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meeting
One of the most beautiful utter
Tuesday will have a card party at 2
ances cf the Son of Man was the
-We certainly enjoy The Courier- j Virginia Proctor who Is attending p. m„ with -Mrs. J. C. Cunningham
parable cf the good shepherd. He
Gazette " writes Mrs D M Gushec Ballard Business School ln Rockport, as chairman. Supper at 6:15 fol
•
~ |___ ,.._j
moves by short epigrams tie senten
Orem Philadelphia, and she puts in a | received in the January awards that lowed by the usual business session.
ces to put before his hearers this
few words that subscribers are saying for 100-words shorthand, and the
sermon full of drama, charm and
Wherever our thrice-a-week paper d-word typewriting pin.
The East Grands and Noble
deathless truths. He was fully
goes.
Grands Association of Knox and
aware of the politics of his day and
The Auxiliary to Anderson Camp,
Lincoln Counties will meet Wednes
cognizant of the legalism cf the
Vernon Beverage of North Haven wl" meet Wednesday, with cards at day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Pharisees, with the peril to himself.
underwent an emergency operation 2 p. m. under the direction of Mrs.
Albert McPhail. Owl's Head. Take
They had long scught to enriap
at Knox Hospital Wednesday. He Doris Ames, supper at 6 and the box lunch, dishes and silver; beans
him with their questions. His
was brought to this port on the Coast llsual evenln8 business session.
and coffee will be served by hosts.
disciples were familiar with the
Guard cutter Kickapoo which is
Donald L. Merriam, director for
homely picture he was painting
credited with having performed an-,
Young Jack of Augusta and Ponzi
the State of Maine of the National
for them, but they failed to grasp
other errand of mercy.
Cochran of Rockland are to fight it
Youth Administration, who was
its Implications.
out again at the Rockland Athletic
Note the moving opening. He
At Strand Theatre next week: Sun- «uest «Peaker
the
Club Club next Friday. Still sore at
commences with thc robber not
«#>'. Monday and Tuesday. “Milky yesterday, and Is spending the week- Referee Hamlin, the Augusta boy re
the shepherd. Thc robber comes
U June^lMl—Annusl^conventlow O.A R i
H“°‘d
Wednes- ™2Xrriam
'
fused to come under his management.
net boldly to the strong door but
and allied bodies ln Rockland
city and Thursday, “Timothy's Quest'' ,arKcr Merriam._____
I and this exhibition will be under
June 15—Primary Election.
1
......
.
.
Jesus pictures him climbing up
June
19-21—
Annual encampment
, '-Vith Eleanore
Whitney
and --d
Dicky I It was deeds not words around the othcr auspices. The impulsive Jack
Maine
Department
Veterans of
oflGL
n. j
a
a
»
~a
some other way; a sinister way
thMaine Department, Vet« " ** | sfcorci
Forel^X.WbTdtr
and Saturday. Seven
House-Sherman Inc Thurs- I *as ln a mood to scrap with the encommon
to thieves in that day as
June 28-28—Lewiston—American Le- Keys To Baldpate, with Oene Ray-1 day night. This unusual, state
. . cf. af-1
. tlrp community when he was here a
glon and allied bodlea. hold State con
in
this.
mond and Margaret Callahan
ventions
fairs saved a serious fire loss when I week ag0' and 11 remains t0 be seen
The shepherd’s voice known to
May 19—Mothers Day.
------!.
kootor
I whether his pugnaciousness has
the sheep, so kindly in tone they
Committing nexl WMnesd., nigh, *
" coolod. or nhrthrr Poor! MU lornBO
THE WEATHER
follow him. a stranger will they
m,d running lo, lg .rrgs, s.otl.o ««
cnough „ lu„ Wm. Pop
not follow, b ut will flee from him;
WRDO of Augusta is to present a until thc arrival or a truck irom |
Manta is to meet Oscar Rankin of
for they know not the voice of
Yesterday saw the worst storm of
0( amateur programs. Each Central Fire Station,
Augusta, Vino Johnson goes against
strangers He declares the leader
the winter, making the travel so
,3 g;cs (0
winner, who is
SiMsstitutes at the High. School Ralph Morgan, and Kid Favreau will
ship cf the Shepherd. "He goeth
hazardous and uncomfortable that shewed to put on a 15-mtnutc broadFriday
to release Miss Margaret tackle a rugged Warren kid named
before them " You cannot escape
clerks were sent home early from
on the Sunday foUowing the
Caswell.
one impression Jesus is talking to
many of the places of business. ^eUy profl.am
Songs readings. Hellier and John R. Durrell to ac
company
tlie
winter
sports
team
to
MRS. EDNA BROWNE
his disciples, but over their heads
Steamer North Haven laid over at agnces or whatnot.
An interesting event next week will
Bath for the carnival were Miss
to all who follow him throughout
this port. -A Maine Central bus was
_____
be
the
birthday
banquet
at
the
Edna Cobb Tibbetts Browne entered
ditched on Camden street, and it re- j The Feb. 8 issue of Happy Days Thelma Blackington and Mrs. Charthe ages. We are the sheep cf his
Methodist vestry which will take life eternal oa the morning of Feb.
qulred the services of Fred M Black- contains a special 20 page section lotle K°f>lun-S
Mrs- Eva Toner 15
pasture, with him to lead we canplace on Thursday night. There 11. She was born in Rockland,
ingfon and his powerful wrecking covering the activities of the Triple substitutlng for Mrs. Mae Perry at
nct go far astray. He accejMa the
will be 12 tables each appointed and daughter of William Farrow Ttobetts
gear to get the big car back on the C in New England during the past Purcllasc street. Mrs.Perry being til
responsibility of leadership. “I am
decorated In keeping wtth the and Alice Cobb Tibbetts .(deceased).
road. Meantime the passengers had three years. The magazine contains witl1
the good shepherd; the good shep
“birthday month” it represents, and She was educated in the Rockland
herd glveth his life for his sheep"
been despatched to their various des- 1 a."wealth of news matter on this sub
The Townsend Club's supper at the each person attending the banquet schools and in 1908 was married to
He did just that for us, and so soon
tinatlcns ln private cars. This morn ject. and amazes the casual reader
Park Street Sea Grill Thursday night will have the privilege of sitting at Alexander Beaton Browne.
after he had spoken these words.
ing Read Commissioner Oardner has with the amount of work which ls
his
own
birthday
table.
Mrs.
Minnie
j saw another “capacity house." An
The greater part of her life had
This country and the world needs
a large crew working on badly drifted being done In the New England
ncuncement was made that Rev. J. Rogers as general chairman has an been spent in Rockland where she
a leader—but for cur lack of un
roads. If some of the highways were sector
C. Leckemby. one of the Republican nounced these committees; Kitchen. entered with enthusiasm into 'he
derstanding we would know his
not immediately cleared It shculd be
-------Congressional candidates, will speak Mrs. Florence Young. Mrs. Ivy Chat musical life of the city. She was a
voice and follow him.
remembered that there was lots of
The current Issue of “The Sagain
K. P hall next Tuesday night if It to, Mrs. Ella Lurvey. Mrs. Edith member of Wight Philharmonic So
William A. Holman
snow. and that there are many miles more; published at the Camden Hills
Tweedie. Mrs. Eunice Winslow, Mrs. ciety for many years; also the Rubin
of read. The temperature this morn- CCC camp, carries a very classy cover Is possible for him to get here. Thc
Elura Hamlin; dining room. Mrs stein Club.
Ing was 16 above, and the Weather which with numerous illustrations lecture will not start until 8 30 thereby
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal),
Thelma
Stanley, chairman; heads of
Her life had two centers—her Rtv. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
"Bureau promised snow or rain dur shows the presence of some real 6ivin8 these who attend the prayer
tables,
Mrs.
Lorita
Bicknell.
Mrs.
family and her church—to which she ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
ing the day. Cooler temperatures will artists on the staff. And the various meetings an opportunity to hear his
Evelyn Orcutt. Mrs. Lena Stevens. gave unfailing devotion. For a perud
prevail tonight and Sunday. Sunday i news Items also betoken the presence
for Sexagesima Sunday; Holy Com
of some real humorists. The quips cf the staunchest advocates of this old Mrs. Esther Dolliver. Miss Eva Rog of 15 years she was organist of St munion at 9 a. m.; church school at
fair.
are all good Matured ones and thus a«e P^10" PUn' and easily ranks ers, Mrs. Ella Black. Mrs. Alice Peter's Church She is survived by 9.30 Fr Berger is in charge of the
as one of the best orators ln thc | Brooks. Mrs. Anah Gay. Mrs. Laura her husband. Alexander Beaton
acceptted.
parish until the rector's return.
King Oeorge s funeral will be shown
Buswell, Miss Faith Lurvey. Mrs. Browne; her daughter. Fern Mane
State.
• • • •
in the news reel today at Strand The
Ruth Ellingwood and Mrs. Lena de Browne, and William Tibbetts, her
A lively contest ln attendance is
At First Church of Christ, Scien
atre.
A large number of members of Rochemont.
father.
being held between the Sundav
tist, comer of Cedar and Brewster
____
schools of Kennebunk Baptist Church ! Ralph ulmer Camp and Auxilary
Requiem mass was offered at St. streets, Sunday services are at 10:30
Edwin Libby Relief Corps had allKnox County Safety Council will
and Rockland Free Baptist. The con gathered in Legion hall for supper day sewing Thursday, circle supper Peter's Church at 9.30 Thursday m and the subject of the Lesson-Ser- ,
meet at 7.30 Monday night at the
test began the first Sunday in Janu Wednesday, the capable housekeep ln charge of Mrs. May Cross and the presence of many parishioners mon tomorrow will be "Soul.” Sun
Court House.
er and will end Easter Sunday An ers beln« Mrs' Emma Dick' Mrs' Jes" Mrs. Doris Ames. At the evening and friends. The interment was in day School ls at 11:46. Wednesdayapproprtate banner will be awarded sie Wal1- Mrs Ella Hyland and Mrs.
Sea View cemetery on the family lot. evening testimony meeting ls at
meeting Frances Pierce was taken
Bird Branch cf International Sun the winning school. So far thc Rock- Eaun*
Each utilization
Bearer? were William Browne, Carlyle 7:30. The reading room Is located at
shine Society, will meet at the Cen land school has managed to keep held Its business meeting, the Auxili- Into membership. An enjoyable pro Browne. Lawrence Barbour and Alton 400 Main street, and open week days
gram arranged by Mrs. Eliza Plum
tral Mai^e rcoms Monday afternoon. zhead right from the start although ary at theirs
the stakin8
Docrow.
from 2 until 5 p. m
mer. patriotic instructor, featured
on Feb. 2 it was In the lead by a of the Malne a“>lversary and Lin
• » • «
[Contributed].
Capt. George Blaney, U S A. will be score of only one. The contest is ex coin's birthday with appropiate ‘ap a,'d ballet dance by Margaret
Al
the
Congregational
Church at
Huntley; harmonica duets by Dud
guest speaker at the meeting of the citing much Interest and last Sunday ! PaPers- The valentine season was
Last Tuesday a beautiful and valu 10.33 Mr. Olds will use for his serley Harvie and Joseph Anastasio:
Baptist Men's League next Thursday- the score was Rockland 224 and Ken- also observed the table decorations
able Ang;ra cat. belonging to Dr. ar.d n-on subject. “Humanity's Great
address on the life of Lincoln, bynight. His talk will ccr.cem the Na rebunk 217. Last Sunday Rockland carryin® out
idea in a most atMrs John Smith Lowe. 521^ Sum Emancipations' and includes a story
Rev. Herman R. Winchenbaugh;
tional Guard.
attendance was 221 which is its la.'g-1 tractive way. Mrs. Ella Hyland who reading. Lincoln's Gettysburg Speech mer street, disappeared. He ts white fcr thc Sunday school children. Sun
est attendance for a great many j so ably Installed the officers of the Mrs. Carolyn Stewart; reminiscences cn his breast with a mixture of day school is at 9.30 a. m. and Com
Auxiliary last month was presented
On thc first and third Sundays years. The score each Sunday is the with a gift. Mrs. Dick making the ( of Lincoln, by Capt. H. R. Huntley of brown, white and black cn his back. rades of the Way meet at 6.30 p. m.
Dr and Mrs Lowe solicit the help o* After the devotional service thc Comof each month the morning service number in attendance above thc cver-■
Edwin Libby Post GAR ; reading ;
from the Mother Church iChristlan age attendance. The goal of the' P"*^™ * a 8™“°us manner by Mrs. Nellie Higgins: and interest friends and neighbors in locating lades will elect new officers and
bespeaking thc appreciation of thc
their treasured oet. They will gladly in'tiat? new members, and a discus
Science) ln Boston will be broadcast I Rockland school has been 225 and it
members. The next meeting will be ing data concerning Lincoln, by Mrs. reward anyone returning him to his sion period will follow.
•r
now
believed
the
goal
will
be
in

over Station WORL at 10:45. It is
Ida
Huntley,
who
also
acted
as
ac

March 11. and Mrs. Laura Ranlett
• • • s
certain there will be many local creased. Kennebunk ls striving to,
companist. A valentine box furni home.
take
the
lead
and
It
ls
hoped
that
will
be
supper
chairman.
"Christ. A Universal Necessity,"
listeners for that of Sunday at this
shed merriment. January birthdays
this Sunday the Rockland school will 1
------------------MARRIED
will be the subject of the sermon at
hour.
will be observed at the meeting of !
3HIBLB5-SPKARIN—At Rockport. Feb the First Baptist Church Sundayhave an attendance of over 235
SOUTH THOMASTON
Fob. 27. and Mrs. Rlah Knight will
13 by Rev G. F Currier. Leeter H
Shlbles. of Rockport, end Miss Leone morning. The church school will
be tn charge of this feature; mem
St. Bernard's cnurch will hold its
M Bpeerln. of Fort Felrfleld.
meet at noon. The Endeavorer's In
Circle supper at the Congrega- ' Mrs Henry Crockett ls in Boston bers with January birthdays are
annual coffee party, the final Im
spiration Hour, under leadership of
tlonal vestry Wednesday at 6:15 will *here she *lH undergo surgical treat- asked to notify Mrs. Knight as soon
DIED
portant social event before Lent
be In charge of the men, with L. B. ment- Mr. and Mrs. Everett Baum as possible. The meeting next VANNAH—At Sailors Snug Harbor Feb Jeanette Philbrook. will open at 6
which begins Feb 26. on Thursday12. Walter R Vannsh. formerly of
Cook and Harold Coombs as co- and son of clark Island art >‘vlng Thursday will be devoted to the an
South Waddoboro. aged 58 years.
night at Odd Fellows hall, serving
chalrmen. Their helpers will be *lth her father while Mrs. Crockett nual Past Presidents Night under HO." FMAN—At Glens Falls. N Y Feb.
of supper beginning at 5:30. Beano
9 Dr Conrad R Hoffman, aged 55
hospital.
Jerome Burrows. A. J. Murray, ' * ln
the direction of Mrs. Millie Thomas.
vears, 10 months. 18 days. Interment
will be an attraction, and several
ln Olens Falla, N. Y
Cleveland Sleeper Jr., Fred Linekin.
At the meeting of Wessaweskeag Six o'clock supper wUl be served
INC.
1506tf
prizes will be drawn off. among them
—At North Waldoboro. Feb 13.
John O. Snow, John M. Pomeroy, E. Oran8e Wednesday night those In- with Mrs. Valma Marsh. Mrs. Eliza- 1 BENNER
Distinctive Memorials in
Mary A., wife of Lincoln 8 . aged 59
a ton of coal. Committees comprise:
vesrs. 1 month 26 days. Funeral Sun
C. Moran Jr, Trecartin, Dr. N.1 stTUcted in the third and fourth de- beth Gregory. Mrs. NeUle Higgins.
Granite and Marble
Housekeepers, Mrs. J. H. Flanagan ,
day at 1 o'clock.
Thomaston, Me.
East Union, Me.
] A. Fogg. David S. Beach, James Cook 4rees. with the usual harvest feast Mrs. Ca-rle Winchenbaugh, Mrs P.AWLEY
—At Gonlc. N. H.. Feb 13.
and Mrs. Sanford Delano; food
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31
Eddie, son of Mr and Mrs. Arthur
Milton M. Griffin. H. W. Look. were Mtsses AUce Baum. Sylvia Ty- Carolyn Stewart and Mrs. Lena
solicitors. Mrs. Tim O'Donnell, Mrs.
M Rawley. formeilly of St. Oeorge.
Harold Karl, C. F. Joy. C. IE. Mun ler, Beverlle Jackson. Marie Allard, Rollins in charge.
aged 3 years. 6 months.
Raymond Duff. Mrs. James Connel
STAIN—At Waldoboro. Feb 11. Eliza
sey, Jos. E. Blaisdell. Earle R. Gow- Thornton Batty, Parker Jackson.
wife of Frank Stain, aged 89 years. 20
lan. Mrs. James Derby. Mrs. Ray
ell, Charles A. Rosp, Donald G. Cum- cllnton Simmons, Everett Elwell and
days. Funeral today at 1 30 o'clock at
Foley, Mrs. Francis Louraine; head
North Waldoboro M. E Church. Inter
mi ngs. Dr. Emery Howard. Dr. E. L. Joseph
Many visitors from
ment ln Bums cemetery.
waitress. Mrs. Arthur W. Doherty;
Scarlott, Dr. C. E. Thurlow. Carl H. PIeasant Valley and St. George
HOLBROOK-At Vlnalhaven. Feb. 12.
salads. Miss Mary Johnson; cakes.
Christopher Holbrook, aged 74 years,
| Sonntag, L. A. Thurston, Daniel j Orah«es were present.
11 months.
Mrs. E. J. Bernier; beano, Tim
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Wiggin
of
HARRIS—At Martinsville. Feb 14. Ada
O'Donnell; serving children, Mrs. Snow. Fred Colson. Ernest Keywood. North Jay arrived here Monday,
A, wife of M J. Harris, aged 79 years.
Charles O. Hewett, Eugene Lamb.
4 month). 12 days Funeral Sunday at
AND
O'Donnell; tickets. Miss Winifred I
u
_
1 o'clock from Martinsville Baptist
Coughlin. Miss Margaret Adams. Frank Marsh' Prancls 0016' Theo called by the illness of his mother,
Church.
dore Bird, Stanley C. Boynton, Wy- Mls’ Lizzie Wiggin.
SIMMONS—At Friendship. Feb 14. Ora
Miss Lotte McLaughlin, and at man Foster, William Rich Jr, Ed-1 A Farm Bureau meeting was held
E . widow of Alva Slmmdns. aged 84
Carlnl's Store.
years. 1 month. 5 days Funeral Sun
Established 1840
ward Barnard. Ralph A. Smith. Jess I Thursday with large attendance
day at 3 o'clock from Mtrtland Sim
Licensed
Embalmers and
mon* residence.
Watson. A. R. Havener. Harold Lib Miss Jessie Lawrence and Miss Edna
NEISON—At Rockland. Feb. 13. HJalma
Attendant*
The chapel at the Russell
Ruth Coltart, chiropodist, will toe by, Chauncey Keene, and Vance Cobb were present. The project was
Nelson, of rc. Oeorge. aged 42 years.
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
away from her office Feb. 21 to March
Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock from
Funeral Home is quiet, con
Norton. The evening takes on spe “Planning Family Expenditures.”
A. D. Davis and 8ons chapel.
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
March 2. Inclusive.—adv.
18A20
venient and set amid peaceful
cial significance ln the presentation Mrs. Albert Davis and Mrs. Clifford
Day or Night Telephone
CARD OF THANK!
of Prof. Marian J. Bradshaw of j Dcnn*«>n had charge of the dinner.
home surroundings. The use
Wf wish to express our most sincere
Maurice F. Lovejoy. Insurance ln Bangor Theological Seminary in an Another meeting is scheduled for
i thanks and appreciation to our neigh
450
of this beautiful chapel may
bors and trlends for their many expres
all forms, 140 Talbot avenue. Rock Illustrated leacture “Behind the Feb 27'
Representatives in all large cities
sions ol kindness and sympathy durlnr
be
had
at
no
extra
cost.
land. Tel. 1060-J. Steamship tickets Walls of China,” This will be given
our recent bereavihcnt. also for the
in the United States snd Canada
wflen Marjorie Sleeper starts for
rainy beautiful flowem sent and to the
to all parts of the world.
8-S-tf
In the auditorium and will toe open RHjS- cvery morning with a lunch
Odd Fellows and Bethel Rebekah Lodges,
AMBULANCE
we sand thanks for thc beautiful
to the public at a modest admission
ber hand, about 30 seagulls fly
flowers and the many acts of klndne«s
Service is Instantly avaUabla.
shown.
fee. A world-wide traveler witli along with her. The gulls evidently
Experienced attendanta oa dety.
Mrs. Inez E Burkett. Mrs. O. W.
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED, particular study of religious, econo think the lunch is a handout for
Bachelder and Mrs. F. W. Oorden.
Union. F»b. 14
Day and Night Telephone
Repaired, and Custom Set Building
mic and political conditions ln the them, as everyone in the neighbor
by expert engineer
hood
is
feeding
them.
A
large
flock
Orient,
Dr.
Bradshaw
’
s
lecture
pro

450
CABO OF THANKS
.......... .
CROCKETT'S GARAGE
TIL. M2
Vasker L. Naum who has been tn the
Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member mises to be of unusual Interest, one of beautiful snow birds appreciate
hospital sends thanks to his tnany 381 MAW ST, ROCKLAND, I
National Radio Institute,
9
CLAREMONT
ST,
ROCKLAND
friends for ithelr pustaLs and flowers
that persons thirsting for first-hand the small crumbs left by the gulls,
Washington, O. C.
sent him and for their manv kindnesses
Stf
and arc bold in claiming them
7-21-tf information can ill afford to miss.
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Save
gasoline
costa by having
your motor tunea
up today.
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CALL US FOR
VERIFIED PRINTED METER SERVICE

Two Tickets Free To Each Theatre
MONDAY-TUESDAY

STRAND THEATRE

PARK THEATRE

"MILKY WAY”
with
HAROLD LLOYD

“PADDY O'DAY”
with
JANE WITHERS

First Prize
Second Prize -Joan Jenkins, New County Road
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A
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RtfRIGERATION HI", HIA1ING fNGINtfllS
DI5TR1BUTOPS
Ot FINtST
FUEL
OILS
IIMHIUIK 41IIEIT

nOCKLAND

MAINE

Worth Their Weight

In Diamonds You wouldn't take a million
dollar* for vour wife and rhMo.
They're worth their weight in
diamonds. Safeguard thrfr pre
cious health hy giviaag *hem a
warm, comfortable home id
to live—a home heated by
Cone-Cleaned

Anthrccitt.

DRY HARD WOOD
Per Foot, Fitted ..................................................... $1.25
Per Foot, Sawed .................................................... L15
Per Foot, Long ......................................................
1-05

M.B.SC.O. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.

f clock The people s evening service j<
will begin at 7.15 with the prelude
aud big sing Mr. "«IacDonald's sub
ject will be: ' 'Hell, As One Man
Found It."

TEL. 487

CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE .

“The Glory of a Human Life" will
News of the Week
be Dr. Lowe's subject at the Uni-1
versalist Church Sunday morning.1
Church school sessions at noon. Dr
Two new members were recently
Lowe's Knickerbocker Class for men voted Into the Chamber: D. L. Mc
ln the auditorium, and Mrs Olover's Carty and Rockland Garage Com
Class lor women at her residence pany
Alpha Omega Young People's Society
• ■ • •
will meet at 7 o'clock when Dr. Lowe
will give O Henry's famous short The Merchants' Committee voted to
story "The Church With the Over-, recommend that the stores observe
Washington's Birthday by closing,
shot Wheel/'
• • • •
Monday. Peb. 24.
At the Littlefield Memorial Church'
• 9 • •
Sunday morning at 10 30 Rev. Char!e.,|
The Chamber cf Commerce, feeling
A. Marstaller will use as his subject J
that an "Old Home Week" would be of
"Follow Me." There will be a sermonette for the children. Church! great benefit to Rockland, former
residents, tcuriats. etc,is building up
school will meet at U 45; Intermedi
an organization committee to p lan
ate C. E. at 5 p m.. and Senior C. E.
for this event, for the coming sum
at 6. Preaching service is at 7.15,
mer season.
subject “Camping or Conquering."
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
7 30 Th? Woman's Missionary So
An unusual value! The Courierciety meets Thursday afternoon with Gazette Is offering during the months
Mrs. Eula Munro.
I of February and March, Rytex GreyI 'one Printed Stationery, regularly
“Gcd'a Workmanship" will bq th? SI.50 a box. printed with your name
sermon topic of Rev. Charles E. ' and address or monogram, for 81 00.
Brooks at the Sunday morning serv Choice of four exquisite shades of pa
ice at Pratt Memorial Methodist per and four different shades of ink.
Church. All men who are interested Order a box for yourself and addi
h. Bible study will find a cordial wel tional ones for gifts. Postage 10 cents
come in thc live-wire Friendly Men's t extra.
Bible Class at 9 30 a. m. Thc wide
awake Baraca Class me.’ts at noor.
The church school offers classes for all
age groups Epworth League service
ftf 8.15. to which young people are
especially invited. Evening worship
b at 7.IS, when tlie pastor's topic will
bt “Mortgaging The Future/'

TRANSPORTING

THE SICK
MARTINSVILLE
Miss Charlotte Jcnes ts visiting her
aunt In Thomastcn.
Mrs. M. J, Harris who remains
seriously ill. is being cared Tor by Mrs
Oliver of Rcckland.
Mrs. Minnie Grover of Waldoboro
is visiting Mr and Mrs N. H. Gardner.
Th.? 63ers met Thursday night w ith
Misses Christina and Katherine
Crockett. Mrs. H. H. Hupper will be
hostess at the next gathering.
Elmer Wincapaw was obliged to
have his horre shot Wednesday as fhe
animal had sustained injuries.
Rev. C. A. Marstaller cf R?ckland
called on friends here Tuesday.
The cld time dances are proving
very popular at the Orange hall.
The Farm Bureau met this week
with Mrs. Oertrude Hupper. At thc
next meeting Peb. 26 the hostess will
be Mrs. Claribel Andrews.
Miss Madellna Smalley is guest of
her grandparents Mr. and Hrs. Wil
liam Pease.

With good roads and mod
ern, comfortable ambulances,
It is often more practical to

transfer

Invalids,

even

for

long distances, by automobile
rather

than

Our

by rail.

equipment and staff enable us

to offer safe, easy transporta

tion for the sick or injured
over a radius of many hun
dreds of miles.

A. D. DAVIS & SON
TEL. 192 or 143

THOMASTON, MAINE
20,1:32

Every-Other-Daf
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FLAME
IN THE

FORES
HAROLD
TITUS
lllustecitions
■h
IRWIN MVCRf

“It would"—again drllv, "That’s
what I'm here for. To see If you'll
help me locate It."
“Locate It? What d'you mean?"
“This!" The old man leaned for

ward
"The

and
tapped
money," he

•The devil 1"
•”S truth! In my pocket I have
a twenty dollar hill that was part
of It. It was paid nte on account
tonight.”
“You got any Idea where It came

from?"

Ezra looked around nnd listened.
"Out of your poker game." he
said grimly.
moment

The BRASS }
I POUNDERS

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

f

Young's knee
whispered, “is

still In the country!"

After a

INVENTS PROCESS TO KEEP MILK SWEET

Kerry

gave

a

low whistle.

4,

q. q.

❖■I'+

In order to be a radio amateur
; you must have an intelligence considerably above the average. You
have to be a good radio man. you

,
I
<
I

I must know how to operate a radio i
; station, and know how to send and
j receive code.
It is true that amateurs do send
messages to each other over the enj tire globe, but it ls also true that in j

“Say!” That makes the situa
tion look up, doesn't it?"
(])»>.*<- J, WtfMTyjrftf
“That's why I came to you, a
doing so they have greatly enriched
stranger. I need help and need It
the radio art with scientific data 1
the beginnings of a growl
THE STORY
right now. That money is cached
that we might not have had other- j
"Steady!” tlie man whispered and
somewhere ln the country. Who
reached for his bed. Jerked Ids rifle
ever Is hiding It, needs money
CHAPTER I—Kerry Younr, a lad
wise. Such scientific items as fading. !
of seven, la prepared to nee th©
from the blanket folds.
badly. Young, will you take a com
sun-spot activity, the relation of the
burning lumber camp of hla benefac
Then, aloud, he hailed:
mission as my deputy?"
tor, Jack Snow, who took the young
moon to the earth in their tidal ef- [
ster to live with him at the death
"Who's there?"
Kerry's heart was heating rap
of Kerry's mother. Tod West haa In
fects, atmospheric phenomena, terA
voice
from
above
answered
:
idly. Here, Indeed, was a chance
structed Kerry to come with a file
'
restrial magnetic disturbances, etc.,
containing the camp’s funds should
“Caller, Young! Still up?” Slow
to do something for Nan Downer.
Captivating songs, gav dances and comedy mark "Paddy O'Day," with
It be endangered. Flames attack the
footsteps came through the pop
and many others, have all been in
He waited a moment, considering
office, and Kerry, hugging the pre
Jane Withers playing a wistful little colleen, and Pinky Tomlin and Rita,
lars.
cious flle, and Tod race to town. Tod
vestigated by amateurs and reported
all things. Then he said:
Cansiuo in romantic roles. There will be a children's matinee Tuesday at I.
acts queerly. At the bank the flle
feet, waited with
Young, on b
“Fll go you. doctor!”
1 on.
Is found empty and Kerry la blamed
Admission 10 cents.—adv.
suspicious
beside
the dog stiff .
with taking the wrong one.
“Good 1 But we'll have to keep
In case of disaster such as earth
him.
It
between
you
and
me.
Not
even
quakes. fires, floods, and many other
CHAPTER IT—Snow, hla head
“Funny business, bustin’ ln on a
Nan must know." "
quarters and money gone, Is ruined
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his stove shaker and the other on his Those loving words whose poignant pain 9'30 ai d then two teams went to plays. In "February Days" the fam
been right; so the last sane thought !
ally endorsed the statement.
where It sits now.”
I prized and sought brief days ago.
work on thc boflle and match game, ily, consisting of: Mother, taken by (
—also a suspicion—which Jack
“According to thc dictionary,” he radio dials, but he promised to come
•‘Downer's dead and the money’s
may not find my errant Soul
Snow had had, had been Justified.
this is a very irterestlng game all Vivian O'Jala; father. Raymond'
gone,” said Kerry. "Lord, If Miss continued, “the word ‘obvious’ means down the next moonlight night, You
As you stand there ln fragrant fern;
The dog now lifted his head
you have too do is to see how many O'Jala; Mary Louise. Helen O'Jala; j
TEL. 1076
Downer could get hold of that stol 'goes without saying."
watch a match and write his Nor may I whisper In your ear
The cheering words for which you
sharply and Kerry could feel him
en monpy It'd save her life, would
matches you can pile up on the neck twins. Harold Hall, Evans Tolmfltp'j 33 LIMEROCK ST„ ROCKLAND
impressions for The Courier-Gazette
yearn
“
Therefore,
”
he
said,
as
he
resumed
stiffen. After a moment, a low
127Stf
n't It?"
Norman C. Tice
cf the bt ttle, the winning team had Billy, Helen Hall; Betty, Esther Hall;1
And when the Old Timer writes, the
"I go
ixdbrgtion fU-MS-hack Ktolch was
Washington, D. C.
WNU

stavicefl

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

A

himself.

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

his seat,

without saying.’

...............................

Z

"'I

■■
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The other* stood at a narrow shelf
A T NORTH 11AVEN
fastened along one wall.
Boniface filled bowls from a smoke- Special Correspondent Tells
blackened kettle, drew coffee Into
Of the Week's Gossip In
mugs of robust thickness and set cut
That Town
the other ingredients. The stew
proved to be a watery concoction,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Not to lie outdone by the gleaming new electric'
scantily populated by oysters of
Who Is going to be the new post
range just Installed In the White llouae, Mrs.
dlpiinutlve size and exceeding tough
John N. Garner, wife of the Vice-president of
master? Hal. Crockett has turned
ness; the crackers, which were few ln
the United States, has Installed a new Hotpolnt
Republican and has thrown his Dem
electric range in her home In Uvalde, Texas.
ocrat badge into Boston Harbor. We
Shown above with the new range, made by the
same Chicago manufacturer who made the White
always knew Hal would come out all
House equipment. _
right.
A W. Beverage lost a valuable
horse lately.
The young folks are having a good
time sliding now the snow plow makes
fine roads for them.
Town meeting is only three weeks
away. It looks now as though the
present board of selectmen would
have no opposition as there are no
OLDEST CIRCUS PERFORMER— j
Johnny Watson of Convent Garden,
candidates in sight. There may be
England, #1 years old, with his per
after the town reports are out; you
forming dngs rehearsing for their show.
never can tell.
The entertainment by thc grammar
school pupils last Friday night in
Library hall was a grand success.
The pie eating contests by Harold
i Cash Olds Is a business man In
Hard to Locate
Joyce and Victor Beverage brought
Casper, Wyoming. And for a
However, when the major domo
down the house. The event cleared
long time he has had a yen for
began his search fcr the adjuncts of1
around $20
aa Olds car. And wanted to pay
cash for IL So today Cash Olds,
old-time w hoc pee. he found, indeed '
The Friendly Bible class under the
shown above, Is the proud poothat times had changed Boat sleighs
leadership of its president. Herman
seosur of the 8-cyllndcr Otdaapparently had become extinct and
W. Crockett, is making excellent
ntoblle for which he paid cash.
(Courtesy Norfolk House Cenl«r>
his telephone bill was much fatter
p:ogress. There are a number ol
As one of the Casper papers
puts IL “Cash Olds and hla Olds
Cleopatra’s Barge, a Famous Boat-Sleigh, in Its Heyday
than before. Bv a process of elimlna-1
yr.ung men in It.
for Cash."
tion that began with a friend in th" j
Vernon Beverage was taken '.o
Passing the Norfolk House, Oyster-Stew Rentlen'oiu, and Eliot Churili, in Koibury
grain exchange and led through \ftri-1
Rr.ckland Wednesday afternoon on
the Kickapoo where he entered Knox
cus hay and feed dealers, he located
c:ld, was palpably asleep, its scraggy But this feller here runs a mighty number, were soggy and the pickle.Hospital for treatment.
a man who agreed to provide the out
i muzzle almost touching the snow.
good cafey. 'n'he said he'd fix ye up were sour encugh to set a woodsman's
They tell what cold weather we are
fit and to arrange for the dinner.
Whoa. there, darn ye.'
teeth on edge. The coffee had the
No
Night
For
Ukes
having, never had anything like It
With regard to that detail the exTheir destination was a defunct virtue of being hot. One dollar each
bt.'ore—or hardly ever. What a story.
p:nen of the good things of the past
"I gat two good ones o' my own.
railroad car. metamorphosed Into a Oysters, they were told were scarce,
North Haven Is one of the fines;
had been explicit—"a cozy, comfort- but ye wanted six. This’s th' be t I
lunch cart and set at one side of,
The Ca ualty List
places in Maine or anywhere else for
able inn. about ten or twelve miles could do 'Bcut everyone uses auto
. the village square. It was grimy and ‘
cut, a rich, creamy oyster stew plenty ttucks nowadays, 'n' horses are hard
Then came the awful return trip that matter. If you w'ant to know
Its interior, sealed against the frigid
what the weather was last year ask
of crackers and pickles and a lot of t' find. But th/y'll pull, all right.
cuter air. was well-filled with the It had grown still colder. Th? driver
Harry Greenlaw.
Help me fix this riggin' 'n' we'll git
good coffee "
pulled
the
quilts
and
blankets
from
fumes from tobaeco and burnt grease,
Lloyd Whitmore, who has been con
On the folkwing day the tempera a-goin'.”
but no crystal room in the finest met the backs of his live stock and the
ture fell steadily under the Influenc"
The laughing grcuo scrambled ropolitan hotel ever held more charm passengers disappeared beneath them fined to the house with a bad cold, Is
out again.
of an iev wind that had been born in aboard burrowed in the redoknt
Solomon I'arscns who is the oldest
the vicinity of Moa-e Jaw Med.clne mass cf herbage and adjusted the
man in town—about 90 years old—
Hat and other cddly-ramed places tn covering?. Tills, indeed, was a lark
[ is quite poorly. He does not get out
John Bull' side of our rorthern
Out of the village slid the pun;
1 to his boat every day now.
boundary The sleighing partv was The licst lifted his voice tn .song and
lairgeU nal In thr
They are having great times rov. j
tc begin at a spot thirty miles away the merrymakers climed In. They all
Ftre-Chlef Helmet um-«I aa part ol
at Waterman’s store when the crowd,
near thc New Hampshire border This fang "Jingle Bells.' and there were
stage setting at earh weekly Texaco Ra
amlnlng a seasick
dio Broad<ast. It la larger than the head
ali gets there. There are some
meant a mo'or ride but ever main ether old favorites—r /unt Dirnh's (
dog, has no Inspector
of the Statue of Liberty by many fee*
' whoppers' told. Someone said they
roads.
Quilting Party." “Solomon Levy.' j
over him and no con
LAW MAKER MAKES TUNES
and the two girls standing on Its brim
stables under him.
thought it would be hard to till who
Awaiting them at their destination “Merrily We Roll Along." and even
AND VIOLINS—Rep. Kent E. “Rugive an idea of its slxe. Each Tuesday
He
constitutes
the
blnoff" Keller. D. of III, Is a stu
J liao the best of it.
All in fun .
evening special machinery at the New
was an equipage that was a far cry "Juanita' However, there was n: aoentire squad of the
dent ot the violin and considered
York Hippodrome swings this huge fire
though.
frem the graeefu'.ly-mcdelkd outfit cempaniment of silvery bells; in feet
8cIIIy Islands, off the
one of the oatstandlng experts In
hat over the Sawdust Ring—where It
Frank Calderwood Is work.ng in
Mr Cartwright had ,«O glowing- there were no bells. One young man
this country on their manufacture
helps set off tbe players and band—and coast of England.
Etcwn's shop now. and will open his.
ly described It was a pung efth? , had brought a ukulele but he found
acts as a sounding hoard.
pool room when the weather warms
platform variety; a heavy sled cn that fingering the strings in an cutupwhich wood is hauled, with stakes set deer temperature not far from zeroj
P N . of Camden, who has been car
APPLETON RIDGE
Harvey Calderwood Is working In O A R and all patriotic orders and
at Intervals around the edge of Its was something apart frcm sweeping'
ing for Mrs Alice Buck, accompanied
guests.
150
being
present.
Massachusetts.
body There were no sides nor seats J dreamy chords ii» a warm rocm or on
A program was presented at a.s1 Mrs Ethel Moody and son Law- them home.
Lewis
Burgess
was
in
town
this
Thr Jingle Bcllf Outfit
the dfck of 8 yacht
composition: Biographer of Lincoln. cnee and “Jerry" were visitors Sun
A O P:tman and son Jonnson were
week.
Once the oung slid sideways off the
dav at the home of Augusta relatives in Rockland last Saturday.
The heaped-up clean straw too, was
Ivan
Nickerson;
Tribute
to
Lincoln.
Some say it is dog town in North
road to strike a tree and narrowly
About seven inches of snow fell here
missing.
escape capsizing. The driver swore
Haven now. We sure have a few dogs Ernestine Carver; songs. "An Ear
The W.C.T.U. held its monthly
bottom of the big sled were
: rrundiy and when hLs charges es ayed '
or the street, and woe be to the cats- Full of Music" and "Boots and Sad- f meeting at the home of Mrs. Adna in Sunday's storm. The weather con
coatea wiui a laver
nuiiacacKu/i
.
. , . ,
dies." by the Swears sisters, with Pitman.
tinues cold.
v. , i i, a . i I- pull back onto
highway1 ■one of
hay some of, which
locked and'
, .
,,
,
ukelele accompaniment by Be-.lie
„
_________
slipped and fell Its teamVINALHAVEN
..a
. . u . _____ : the leaders Slipped
Mr. and Mrs J F. Moody were in
smelled as though it had but recent
Swears; "A Lincoln Speech in
mates immediately lapsed into coma
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on
------•
Ellsworth
Falls Sunday to visit the
ly played a part in the housekeeping
School,"
Pauline
Smith;
vocal
solo.
(CuurtMT Walter Skhoto. Dromfleld Street*
The first of a series of bridge par
former's sister. Miss Alice Thornd:k?. the left side of the road!
arrangements of a stable
Stew at the Lunch (art
Colon
Winslow,
accompanist
M'.s.
ties under auspices of the Ladles of
Manhattan Melee, In Front of Barnum’s Museum
"Thought ye'd be more comfortable ! Arduous laber in the biting cold to ;
the G.A R., was held Thursday night Ola Ames: "The Eyes of Lincoln." by
If ye huddled t'gether on the bottom," get the fallen steed onto Its feet The '---------------------------------------------- Carolyn Calderwood; singing ol
a? the home of Mrs. L. R Smith.
vouchsafed the man in charge. “I wind penetrated deeper. It was too' for the shivering, blue-lipped pleasure No music this time; in fact, hardly a
Mrs. Arthur Ouilford returned j America.
might o' borrowed some settees from chilly even to light cigarettes seekers who crowded into Its steamy word was speken
A play entitled "A Lincoln Sort of
Monday from a visit with relatives In
th' town hall, but they'd be hard t' oiamour was fast departing in thc confines. It was evident that the
On an icy hill the team went cut cf
a Fellow," had this cast: Richard
North Castine.
fasten in n' net near as warm, face of rigor Then, like a voice from I proprietor had reached the place by control, horse; and pung reached th?
Joseph Patrick and Thomas Baum! Ballard. Malcolm Smith; Flossy
Couldn't git no straw, but that hay'll i heaven, came the na*al tenes of their sailing westward aero s the Atlantic bottom in a swirling mass the sled
were ln Rockland Tuesday on a busi Doyle. Carolyn Dyer; Jim O'Connt’.i.
answer, all right."
pilot.
There were others there, toe. for thc skidded against a rock, with a splinOeorge Headley; Nicholas Savel.p.
ness trip.
Fur robes, it appeared, had also, "Almost there now
Guess you news had gone abroad and a number tering crash, and the passengers were
The 4 As met Monday night with Frank Peterson; Jean La Rue. Amy
passed into history. In their stead folk'll appreciate somethin' hot. I cf natives had gathered to get a close- catapulted into a snowbank
Boutilier; Isabel Rosenthal, Carolyn
Mrs. Frank Winslow.
were several odorous horse blankets know I will."
up of the odd specimens who preThe driver's lurid profanity hung
Christopher Holbrook 74, died Calderwood; Mary MacDonald. Bar
and some grimv patchwork quilts.
Head; emerged from beneath blan- ferred to leave comfortable homes to over the scene like fog a; he made inWednesday at his home. A later fcstie bara Roberts; A Lincoln Barm.• "Nothin' fancy, but I guess they'll kets and quilts. Ahead gleamed the ride on a pung in an Arctic setting
vestigaticn.
Philip Brown The parts were finely
! will have an obituary.
lights of the tewn. Flagging spirits
As many as could scrambled onto
"That damned clo'sline busted
be warm enough "
interpreted.
• • • •
And the horses! •No two were alike revived and voices rose once more j rickety stcols before the counter. Couldn't git reins long enough t’
The program was followed by
Augusta J. Boman
_____
_ ____________________________________________ reach them leaders, 'n' had V piece
dancing, with music by the orchestra:
The
community
was
saddened
to
'em out with rooe. One runner
Violin. L. C. Smith, clarinet and sax
smashed Yell hev C walk th' rest learn of the death of Augusta J.. ophone Vernard Warren, drums Wal
o' th' way. B:ut two mile. I reckon. wife of Claes E Boman. which oc- ter Ingerson, piano Ola Ames. Lunc.i
Afore ye go. help git th' hosses un cuired Tuesday noon at her home, was served at 10 30. Committee chair
i Deceased was born ln Sweden 85
tangled n' I'll walk 'em tn.
man was Mrs. Clyde Macintosh; In
"I'll hev t' ask ye t' pay fcr th' years ago.
charge of play, Ernestine Carver ini
Mrs. Boman had been a resident of
damage to th' pung. That warn't In
Carolyn Calderwood; lunch. Eva
cluded in th' price I give ye. Tain t this town 64 years, and leaves here Smith, Minnie Chilles, Minnie Smith,
many friends. She was an active
mine, ye knew."
Hester Ames, Lizzie Kay; card tables,
1 An hour later the seekers after the member of Union Church and had Margie Chilles, Beulah Drew; tray
served
as
president
of
Union
Church
)oy; of other days reached their mogirls. Evelyn Patrick, Oladys Coombs,
tor cars. Cne of these had frozen Circle, having been a member over Marion Martin. Helen Orcutt. Bern re
The sponsor of all the gayety suf a long period of years. Mrs. Boman Calder, Ruth Lyford. Carolyn Caldcrfered frcm indigestion througheut the was a charter member of Ocean wood. Aura Williams. Ernestine Car
remainder of the night and a checkup Bound Rebekah Lodge and much In ver, Evelyn Johnson, Frances Gil
on the following dav revealed that on" terested ln Ils teachings.
christ and Florence Erickson.
She is survived by her husband
girl had suffered frostbites of both
• • • •
in colors as soft as a Spring breeze—
ears, two other members of the greup and two sons, Charles L. Boman of
4-H Club Notes
with a restrained gaiety that makes it
had contracted severe colds All the this town and Herbert E Boman of
The meeting of the Fox Island;-rs
rest were as hoar e as crows from un Lisbon Falls; also a granddaughter.
correct for all occasions!
4-H Club was held Monday at the
accustomed singing in the night air Miss Ruth Boman of Lisbon Falls.
Funeral services were held Friday heme of the local leader. Mrs. A. A.
and about every one had a lame back
100 SINGLE SHEETS
from trying to sit upright on the at the family residence, Rev. N. F. Peterson, The new assistant leader
Atwood officiating There were beau is Miss Nellie Hall. The girls 1Csled.
30 ENVELOPES
tiful floral oflerings, silent tributes ceived several pamphlets with valu
But it used tc be great fun.
10c Extra
i of love and esteem.
Interment was able information in regard to thtlr
in Ocean View cemetery. Those from project in sewing, also record she-t.s
50
DOUBLE
SHEETS
Reggie—Did you know that animals
out of town to attend the funeral id which they are to keep account ef
50 ENVELOPES
speak?
were Mr. and Mrs. H. E Boman and all work.
George—No. can they?
de lighter Ruth of Lisbon Falls.
Members are working earnestly on
• Printed with Name and Addtess on
Reggie—Oh, yes, haven't you heard
• • • •
their sewing kits and hope to finish I
Sheets and Envelopes—or. Mono
a Ramsay MacDcnald?
Patriotic Program Presented
them at the next meeting, which will
gram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
George—H m. I see. But if ycu took
Lincoln's Birthday was observed be held at the home of the assistant
cut its tongue it would have nothing
Wednesday night at the O A R. rooms leader, Miss Hall, Monday at 7
• Fine quality Greytone paper in ex
to Asquith.
under auspices of the Ladies of th» o'clock —Carolyn Dyer, club repor'er.
quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey,
Reggie—Look here, instead of mak
ing jokes like that you ought to be
Orchid or Violet.
HOPE
better emp-Llovd Oeorge.
• Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or
Ocorge—Yes. and if you continue to
T B. Ncyes and Rachel Noyes en
make puns like that, yeti'll be Baldwin
Violet.
tertained last Saturday night u group
you're thirty.
ol young friends at the Noyes cottage

. The horses shuffled along, steam ris
ing In clouds from their frost-covered
' muzzles. All had vl'ions of a crack
ling log fire, while a beaming land' lord bustled about in preparation of
, Their necks were net proudly arched. the feast.
'Continued from P.ige Pourl
-------------------------------------------- , they did not to s their heads nor did
Came the voice of the driver.
"Forgot t’ tell ye I couldn't git no
one properly associated with a sleogn they paw the snow as though eager to
ride. Then would come the homeoff Dejectedly they huddled to inn keeper t' furnish grub. Ain’t
gether. One, despite the stinging many of 'em open this time o' year.
ward journey, with more singingsand
whispered confidences.
"Ah. those were the days, and j
that Is one real old New England j
custom that never will be duplicated '
It has no counterpart in this artifi
cial life of ours."
. |
Hrs niece pondered as the ama
teur antiques salesman unlolded 1
that wondrous tapestr’ from memo-'
ry's storehouse. Pr: bably It was net
so much a desire to drink of, the
pleasure- of the gav nineties at the
urge for something unique in the way
of entertainment for her friends that
prompted her but the result wat an
agreement
the following
n'.ght
a-sleighing they wculd ga. with the
bachelor as host.

Reminiscent Of Days Agone

OUR

OWN

SNAPSHOTS

New Chevrolet Truck on Economy-Safety Run

SPECIAL SALE!

FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH

RYTEX GREYTONE
PRINTED STATIONERY

4
J

Carrying a 10,000-lb. cement block from Los Angeles to New York, a Ij^-ton Chevrolet truck—one of the new
1936 models just introduced demonstrated that sate driving means economy. Speed limits were observed in every
community, with 35 m.p.h. the maximum on the open road. The 3511.4 miles were completed on two quarts of oil
and 308.6 gallons of gasoline, at a cost of 01.6 cents per mile, or one-third of a cent per ton mile. The entire run was
completed without any mechanical failure, repairs, or even a scratched fender. The illustrations show the test truck
and features of the new 1936 models. Coupe type cabs with solid steel roof, full-floating rear axle, and full-length
water jackets, are some of the improvements. In the lower right, Harry Harts, who drove the cross-continent test,

la **cn beside tbe 10,000-lb. block. The test was officially observed by tbe American Automobile Association

j Father—Young man. I understand
j you have made advances to my
‘ daughter.
Young Man—Yes. sir, I wasn't
1 going to say anything about It. but
' since you have mentioned it, I wish
you could get Iter to pay me back.
I —Pathfinder.
1

at Alford Lake. Supper was served at
8 o'clock and the evening spent in
games and general enjoyment. Ice
cream, cake and candy were served
Thc e present were Eileen Payson,
Haileth Hobbs. Marion Wright,
Katherine True. Nelson Mcody, Brad
ford Ybung, Arthur Hart, Herbert
Brown and William Hardy.

lb

Unusually Low Priced!

Buy several boxes of this smart sta
tionery while it is specially priced at
only $1 a box.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

NORTH HAVEN

THOMASTON
Mrs. Bertha Dowlin left this mern
ing for an extended visit with her
niece, Mrs. Blanche Smith, ln Elm- j
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Winter continues with extreme
cold, snow growing more plentiful as
the month advances.
The Steamer North Haven came
1 through last Saturday afternoon but
A
Monday morning it took the out
side course to Vinalhaven from
Stonington. Mail and passengers
' between the two towns are taken
overland and over Ice. Vinalhaven's
MRS.
new plow has made a fine, smooth
road across the island and in a warm
HOME-MAKER
car a comfortable trip is possible
Its the best place to flnd
unusual bargains . . . and
Crossing the Thoroughfare through
the best place to dispose
the ice. however, is not so easy.
of unwanted things.
The Friendly Bible Class is re
hearsing for a minstrel show to be
given later ln the month. The
----- Sisterhood enjoyed a valentine night
SOME DIVER, IS ROY
Wednesday with games, and as the
------' date, was Lincoln's birthday, this too
Walked Under W ater From was celebrated with quotations from

musicians will be given before the
operetta, consisting of: Piano solos, [
“Bourrei," by Bach, ‘'Bells of Fairy- ,
land," by Mary Richards; piano solo,1
“The Bees," Phyllis Kelloch; reading.
"Sis Hopkins," Miss Olive Rowell; 1
violin solo, “Allegretto," Virginia Fos
ter, accompanied by Betty Fales;
piano solo, “Juba Dance." by Na
thaniel Detts, Betty Fales. Candy
will be on sale.

CT A P THEATRE

WARREN

The book committee of the
Mathews Memorial Library will meet
today. Saturday, at the library at
SHOWS AT R.00 P. M.
4:30.
A special meeting of the Woman's
TUESDAY. FEB. 18
Club is called for Feb. 21. at 3:30 at
“ANYTHING COES”
the club rooms. Members are urged
BING CROSBY and
to attend, as Important business ls
ETIIEL MERMAN
to come before the club. Refresh- 1
ments
will be served In conclusion of
THURSDAY, FEB. 20
the meeting under the supervision
ROSE cf the RANCHO” of Miss Marjorie Spear.
JOHN BOLES and
Mrs. Maurice Lindsey and daugh-,
GLADYS SWARTHOUT
ter Maxine of Thomaston were j
guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
SATURDAY. FEB. 22
Herbert Kenniston.
Michael Halligan discovered an ■
“TO BEAT THE BAND”
18-ounce navel orange among those
HELEN BRODERICK and
HUGH HERBERT of a large count, recently.
The Winslows were hostesses Thurs
Matinee 2.30 P. M.
day night to Mr. and Mrs. E. S. CarNews and Ccmdcy Each Show
roll, Mr and Mrs. Harry Beane. Miss
SPECIAL EVERY SATURDAY
Rosa Spear, and Mr. and Mrs. Jud
S10 WILL BE GIVEN AWAY
son Benner.
Refreshments were
THREE PRIZES FREE
20-21 I served and the game of ring toss en
joyed.
Miss Lillian Russell of Cambridge
WALDOBORO
! arrived today for a week vacation
Rev. A O Davis, who is complet- from her teaching duties in Boston.
Edwin J Kalloch of Warren village
lng his fifth year its pastor of the
Methodist Church, officiated this Ls gaining ln health.
The Past Orand and Past Noble
week at his 203d funeral in this
Orand Association of Knox and
vicinity.
Lincoln Counties will meet Wednes-

□ I Z\!\ Waldoboro

STITCHERS WANTED

Experienced stitchers on pants wanted. Steady work
hurst, L. I.
Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone was called
all year round. Apply at—
Tuesday to Portland by Ute illness of |
her brother, Harry Morse.
KADISH BROS.
Mrs. S. S. Mank of Waldoboro
visited Wednesday with Mrs. Olive
148 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine
Keizer.
•
20-22
Fifty automobiles were parked be
ROCKPORT
tween Robinson and Roxbury streets
A utility shewer was tendered Miss
Wednesday night while the basket- ’
Dorothy To’.man and Ernest Crockett
and
ball game was In progress. There were
by Mrs. Russell Staples Wednesday
430 paid admissions, with many,
Advertisements In this column not to
LiUiJ
exceed three lines Inserted once for
_
night at the home cf Mr. and Mrs.
children attending free in view of
cente. three times for 50 cents. Addl- w — — — — — —
— W
Rciand Crockett. These present
future service.
tional lines five cente each for one time ' VALUABLE Angora cat lost, wh'te
10 centa for three times. Six words breast, back dark and brown mixture.
' were: Mrs Clarence Carr and Lang
Rev. Peter B. Franklin motored
make a line.
Reward, Tel. 113-J. mornings.
19*21
recently to Brunswick where he at- j
don Crcckett cf Rcckland; Mr. and
LATTER PART of last week between
Union and West Rockport, bag lost con
tended a meeting at thc parish hall
!
Raymond Henderson. Mr. and
taining choppers suppll-s etc Le"'.*
of St. Paul's Episcopal Church. Mrs. 1
at Creighton s store. Un'.t. or Heilrt's
. Mrs Ru" c11 Merchant, Barbara
Spe. West Rockport
10 -21
Franklin and son. Phillips, who ac-1
I Heald' Lawrence Nash o. Camden; |
Mrs. LeRoy Tolman and daughters
companied him. were guests of Mrs.
John Fuller g Wharf To!‘he great American.
H
| Oladys. Josephine and Ma y of RockArthur Strong.
LOADS or part loads wanted, Merrill ’
4
The Kickapoo made an emergency
* Robertson Express Service to Boston |
i ville; Mr. and Mrs. Roland Richard?,
Friendly Club will meet Wednesday |
4
Elmore Wharf
and
vicinity.
CHAS
ROBERTSON. .
trip Wednesday afternoon to the
a
| Rev. and Mrs. F F. Fowle, Mr. and
Waldoboro, Tel 28-4. special egg service ’
night with Mrs. Stewart on Green
-------island, to take Vernon Beverage to ' Mrs. Rciand Crockett. Mr. and Mrs.
tt
18*27 ■
street. There will be patchwork to Edltor of Tbe Courier-Gazette:—
Knox Hospital for treatment.
OPERATORS aqd atttchers. experi
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
sew for those who do not take their ! 1 c»Ucd cn Roy during the open sea' Russell Staples. Evelyn Carver. Herenced on Singer and Union special
tted. 49; Junk*. 89: soft wood and
Foy W. Brown was in Rockland j bert Crcckett. Vere Crcckett. Harvey
machine*
J B PEARSON A CO •lab*. 87; kindling* T J CARROLL,
own work: and Mrs. Richards will £on on m:ose and found him alone
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"The Difficulty of Being Religious."
banquet at The Thorndike. Rockland fair and
a
Christmas Fair
To all persons Interested ln either of |
small children Apply ln person
thr estates hereinafter named:
quested to take dishes, and sweets. two
HOUSEHOLD Charm Range for sale,
“Tell me about the time you were at which Adam Walsh. Bowdoin
MRS LAWRENCE PERRY, 3 Gilchrist
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Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ONE 28" Wltherby planer for Mie, alao
ing. On next Mcnday night the Club thirty-six
and by adjournment from day
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sheldon at20" ptenernt tlltlng-taM.- band saw.
cidcntal solo by Miss Laura Beattie hew long you did this work." said I to
Kent's hill has been roped off |
j 5hp Robblua 6r Myer* electric motor, all
I will be entertained at the home of to day frem the 21st day of said January
the following matters having been pre- I tviiucu mr winter camnai at humln rood condition, bargain prices KNOX
three nights for coasting. This was
and duet by Mrs Marion Orafton and introduce the subject.
I Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes in Rcckland.
rented for the action thereupon herein- , ford last Sundav
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|
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Mr and Mrs. William M Crockett,
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Church will be: Bible School at 9:46; under water as long as I cculd. The
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at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer County that they may appear at a Pro
84 per week See YfIKE ARMATA at motor. Call at 111 Pleasant St.. Tel.
morning worship at 11. pastor's best any could do was half a minute.
Church Nates
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The Men a Shop, Park St
19-21 904-J
j Crockett In Camden.
bate Court to be held at said Rockiand. to next Wednesday
topic. "Bartering a Birthright;" I have held my breath as long as 10
on the 18th day of February A. D 1938.
SINGLE horae-aled and pung Tel.
Services Sunday will be at 11
THREE ROOM, second floor apart
Awards for the month of January at nine o'clock tn the forenoon, and be
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs A. ment. fully or partly furnished, to let 433-R. 64 Mechanic St
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Will and Petition for probate
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merged Dcwn on Jshn Fullers wharf on
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Community". ginia Prcctor. 100 word shorthand: 1| deceased
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20-22 one large wood lot. Tel 14-12. FRED A.
iroved and allowed and that Titten and Miss Louise Newbert of Union.
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attended Virginia Brown. 80 word shorthand: proved
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EIOHT room tenement with modern STARRETT Warren, Me
Testamentary issue to Lieweilyn Carle-;
High basketball teams play tonight the boys tn the water I offered to bet whlle away xt ni<ht
subJect Virginia Prcctor. 40 word pin. type ton of Portland he being the Executor
conveniences at 11 Union St. Apply
DRY and green hard wood for Mie;
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Notices
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writing: Adele Hawkins and Doris named In raid Will, with bond
all kinds, under cover 88 to 89 cord Tel.
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________________ 16-tf
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LUCIUS S YORK late of Rockland ,
School gym.
Elmore wharf and back in 35 minutes
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deceased Will and Petition for Probate
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20-22 for stoves) 89 75: Dry fitted hard wood.
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bill and said he would take that bet.I Barbara Stone, at a valentine party, i auspices cf Harbor Light Club held Testamentary Issue to Della F York of State of Maine by hls Mortyage Deed
AN all modern apartment to le*. with 810. J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaaton
Rockiand. rhe being the Executrix II dated the eighteenth day of October.
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garage 80 Pleasant stree*. also furnished 84-2
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BENJAMIN H. LINCOLN

^SOCl ETY
The card party given under the
In addition to personal cotes regard
ing departures
departure. and
ana arrivals, tbls
mu departdeport,u. A,,vtHni-v tn Anrlerment especially desires Information of auspices of the Auxiliary to Aiiaer
soclsl happenings parties, musicals, etc son Camp. Wednesday, with Mrs.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
Nellie Achom ln charge, had eight
gladly received.
TELEPHONE--- -------------------- no or 700 tables. Honors went to Miss Cora

Realm of Music

The funeral of Benjamin H. Lin- I

By Gladys St. Clair Morgan

$5.50

coin., 51, tcok place at his home in [
Washington, Jan. 31 with Rev. John \

ROUND TRIP

Smith Lowe cf Rockland officiating.
Death followed an Illness of about
three weeks caused b.v septic poison
ing from Infected tcnslls and other
complications.

From

ROCKLAND

Noticing the announcement of the began meeting from house to house
return to the Metropolitan Opera I «> alnB the °ld son*s of Plantation
.
u v .u life they so much loved. With no
All Trains
chorus of Marla Savage who has the
.. .
...
.
thought of a public career they beexcept
distlnction of being the oldest chorus gan collertlng for preservation those
The passing of Mr. Lincoln wav not
Streamlined
girl in the world, recalled to mind , melodies and verses Indigenous to j cnly a great shock to hls familv but
"Flying Yankee”
the clipping about Mme. Savage j the colored people more especially in to the community in which he lived
which Dion Woolley sent me way 'thcir fonner lowly condition. A ! and tc hls many friends and acqualnt______
You May Co
chance appearance at a charity ances elsewhere.
back in 1934 when she had ended
February 21 or 22 and
, church festival started an Interest in
The dccea ed was born In Washher 41 th year as chorus girl and her
worfc whlch has taken them ington, June 15. 1884, and was educat
Return anytime up to
26th season with the "Met", so I not alone to their neighboring south ed in the lecal schools. He attended !
9:30 P. M. Train from
dug into my collection of clippings ern communities, but even to New Erskine Academy.and later took up'
Boston. Mon., Feb. 24.
and found Just thc one needed, and York Philadelphia, Boston, and a commercial course. He was the J
Maine
I other large centers. Maintaining second sen born to Affie < Burkett!
Central which reads ln part:
Ask Agent
their original altruistic spirit thc Lincoln. Re v| Gecrge H. Lincoln, the
Raiiroao
“Clad ln the bright attire of a proceeds from these concerts ,and
other son, having drowned when 11 (
Calabrian peasant, with brown cur’s from thelr book of collected spiritu years cf age.
covering her white hair and grease als are devoted to the relief of aged
Mr. Lincsln had been a resident of j
Mrs. Herbert Curtis who has been
and needy Negroes.
Washington during hls entire life.
Chapin Class will have 6 o'clock
Mrs C. B. Kenrick of 25 Park street a patient at Knox Hospital for sev paint smoothing the shadows ln her
• • • 0
He was married to Nellie Cunningham
supper Tuesday in the Universalist ls in Lewiston for a week's visit.
eral weeks ls again at her home but countenance, the oldest chorus
A
word
picture
of a singer from of Appleton, cf which union three i
vestry for members and friends. Mrs.
girl In the world' stepped out on
still confined to the bed.
this Society reads: “Imagine tne daughters were born,
Blanche Calderwood will be chair
Mrs. Eugene Frost of Boston is the
the stage of the Metropolitan Opera concert singer, relinquishing pleasMr Lincoln was always interested j
man.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stevens
Hiram Crie is confined to his home 1 House yesterday afternoon for the
lng
backgrounds
of
evening
dress.
ln
the lumbcr business. For several
for the weekend. Her visit was so on Broadway by illness.
last performance of her 26th season palms, skilled accompanist, and so > years be worked with hls father
Housekeepers for the Men's League timed that she might participate ln
with the 'Met', and thc 47th of her forth, seated quietly before an old- carrying on SUch a business and
supper of Feb. 20 are Mrs. Amelia annual Fas: Matrons and Past Pa
Mr and Mrs. Harry Clifford were
Johnson, chairman. Mrs. Margaret trons Night of Golden Rod Chapter. given a surprise party at thelr home, career. It was Just before curtain fashioned square piano, dressed in ja(er managed and owned or.c of the
time, and as Mme. Marla Savage thc fashion of the 1860's. and linksaw miUs in Kn;x
y. 77,f
Hudson, Mrs. Marjorie Olidden, Mrs. OEB.
Adams street, Thursday evening ln
stood waiting in the wings for the ling out wispy chords, and giving manufacture and sale of lumber was
Mattle Packard. Mrs. Susie Morey,
honor of Mr. Clifford's 60th birthday.
first familiar notes of the 'Pagliacci'
Lincoln's major occupation. HowMrs. Lucy Carter and Mrs. Olive
Mrs, A. L Vose leaves today for Refreshments were served and beano overture, stage hands, supers and with all that she has of spirituals
understandlng and Insight thc spirit ever he was ncv(.r satisfied to have
Blackman,
Bcstcn. called there by the death of was enjoyed. Tho e present were Mr.
prtaclpals hailed her affecuonately to be evoked by the song Were you ]eUure momenU so with hls lumber .
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Owen ar.d Mrs. Oeo-ge Ycung. Parker Bur
as Mamma. Mamam. or Mother there when ^y naUed Hlm t0 the businm
combined farming. As ,
Mrs. Charles Schofield, Mrs. Ralph
nett,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Isaac
Dorfman
Roakes.
Glendenning and Mrs. Lewis Coltart
S#va
*
c
'
.
_
,
,
,
1
toe?
1
The
little
recital
ls
intimate.
time
wcn
t
cn
Mr. Lincoln's Interest in j
and Mrs. Clifford's grandchildren
•You see. she explained, with qUiet. rlnccre;
ttnd slngcr tries ,umberlng dcv€loped ,nt0 a wlder
won honors when W IN. Club had
Misses Alice and Faye Hodgkins Raymond. Dorothy and Muriel Young.
wyes twinkling behind tthe an«* forget her vocal technic enough to ^ale and f:on hc £toclted hte prlvat<.
supper and cards Thursday at the , gave a ' shower'' party Wednesday and Ruth and Donald Edwards.
ciuonistlc pince pez. on her nose, give a waUing Koop t0 hlgh noU>s,
with a
y of bu;ldl ma.
home of Mrs. Leland Drinkwater.
I night for Miss Mary Small whose
------------------j
there
are
all
my
children.
How
old
imagining
how
the
song
Is
being
tcrlab
.
Such
a
housing
was not adc-j
! engagement to Clifford Ladd was
UNION
' am I? I am floating between 60 and j rong at that moment * prayer I quate
hjg tU3lne,s £femfd to
Mrs Earle MacWilliams was hos
! recently announced. Guests were
tess to T Club last night.
ron entertained
but I am nearer the shore of 70. mating in a colored church down OTernight. and as a result Mr Lincoln
Line,
I the telephone operators and a few
Mrs George Cameron
1
1 honor of her
" ,° ?.St C
gi? n 1 e South, lit by smoking oil-lamps.1 built a jarge store and wareheire di
other
friends.
Monday
at
dinner
In
SflS. Club was entertained at a
ih 8
n a ra re. pause, con while a red hot stove in a rectly
rPP;iv acrcis
orress the
house guest, Mrs. Edith
B. Camaroi*
Camero:' "or
the street
street from
from his
his hoi
home.,
valentine supper Wednesday by Mrs?
tlnued. 'We are all so sorry the sea corner makes an infemfe of Its own Those a-ho have seen this structure.
There
will
be
a
dancing
party
at
Present
were
Mrs.
George
Fossett,
Jessie Shute Snowman. The table
son is over. Just now. up in the and ,-aves of suffocating heat palpi-[ wlth ,u c:mol<,te jlne of atOck. agree !
which was festive in appointments thc Elks Home Wednesday night. Mrs. Maynard Lucas. Mrs. William dressing room, we are singing and
tate in the close atmosphere: while
bas no duplicate ln these parts.!
Thc
orchestra
will
have
all
the
latest
Oleason. Mrs. Milton Stephenson.
and decorations in keeping with the
crying. I want nothing but to be voices, thin, high, quivering like Pa.-cn£ of Mr Lincoln unconsciously |
nance
hits,
and
the
usual
buffet
Mrs.
Clarence
Leonard
and
son
Paul
season had a valentine box for cen
with the opera. It is my life. But reedy violins, with falsetto tenors '
Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes. Mrs. Herbert
designated his new stsrc "The Buildter piece, the color scheme being red t lurch wlil be sei-ved.
you know something? My family still and thc deep buzz of a bass under ing” by which it is now popularly '
Hawes
and
son
Arthur.
Mrs.
Reta
and white. The meeting of next ■
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Thomas of Storer. Mrs. Walter Ayer. Mrs. Alfred has not approved that I am on the tone make a swelling chorus."
knewn. For the pas', two years Mr
Wednesday will be with Miss Victoria
South Weymouth, Mass., are guests Hawes and daughter Norma, and Mrs. stage, still, after all these years!'
Lincoln had carried cn an extensive '
Curry.
“Mme. Savage told the story of her Put me some place east of Suez
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig, Edward Alden.
| business. Hls store was so well i
Where
I
cannot
hear
the
sound
debut in 1887 at the opera house of
Of a race ot people singing
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Merton Payson and
stocked and he wa? such a good sales
Grover C. Knight who has been ill called here by the death of Mrs.
her native Namur in Belgium. Her
“The Music
Goes
"Round
and
Thomas'
father,
William
Richards.
man that clients came from far anti
son Marshall cf South Windham were
for several weeks is gaining steadily,
Around.'
"
1 parents had given her a musical j
New York Sun
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
wide Oftentimes many who intended
now being able to walk but.
Mrs. Ochea Sidensparker was
education, desiring her to be a con- j
ward Mathews.
Ruth
Coltart.
chiropodist,
will
be
'
make ™al1 T*”** ™U’d p!a"
cert singer. When she mentioned >
Letters from Mrs. Oeorge W given a birthday party Thursday
21 to ' large
'
Mr. nnd Mrs. H. L. Robbins were
orders. This building supply
Smith and Mrs. Harriet S. Frost tell night, at the home of Mrs. N. L. hosts at a chicken supper Wednes the opera they frowned and forbade away from her office Feb.
business soon became cne of the best
18&29 I
of being tn Savannah. Ga. Tuesday Wltham. In bridge honors went to day. Out of town guests were Mr. her to consider It. But secretly she March 2. inclusive.—adv.
knewn and mest prosperous establlshMrs.
Ralph
Lufkin,
Mrs.
Edith
Ma

rehearsed
with
the
local
company,
on tbeir way to Jacksonville, Fla.
i and Mrs. Oliver Libby and Mr. and
■ J ments in this section. It earned for
I Mr. Lincoln the commendable reputa-1
They report a delightful trip thus honey and Mrs. Ozora Turner. Oth Mrs. A. T. Norwood, all of Warren. sponsored by the Belgian royal fami
MONDAY-TUESDAY
ly. and one night made ber debut in
far, and were over night guests of ers present were Mrs. Annie AylMrs. Weston Arey is seriously 111 at
tion of being a square dealer, a man
•La Favorita.’
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Orne in' ward. Mrs. Merle Hutchinson and Kncx Hospital.
of honesty and integrity, who wanted
Betly
Getchell.
Refreshments
fea

“
'It
was
a
great
success,'
mused
Wilmington, Del.
Other recent
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Creamer ento make life as easy as possible for
It’s Paddy O’Day I am—
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orne werd" tured a prettily decorated birthday terialr.edd at bridge Wednesday Mme. Savage. 'I thought I was sure
| ethers. He was alwavs willing to acand if 'tis a snatch
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence and cake, and Mrs. Sidensparker was re I night, the occasion being Mrs. Cream to conquer the whole world.'
commcda'.s people and firmly bemembered with many gifts.
'Triumphantly, bearing huge bou
John Black.
of song or a bit of
er's birthday anniversary. Honors
1 lieved In the proverb “Live and let
quets of flowers, young Marla went
clogging you’d bo
live." His generou; spirit was mani
Baraca Class met Wednesday nlghi ln cards were won by Mrs Clarence home, after her premiere perform
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Simpson are
fested throughout his life.
at the Methodist vestry, with 22 wllllam> Dr. M S. Stephenson and
having,
tire
and
I'll
ance, thinking that now her parents
in Boston, Mrs. Simpson having en members present.
After a brie: |Alfrcd Hawes
Fcr a time Mr Lincoln was presl- j
oblige.
*
no longer would bar the way to an
tered the New England Baptist'
dent and owner of the Washington
business session, games of varied I Ccmmunlty Club met Tuesday at operatic career. ‘But when I got
Hospital for treatment.
Telephone Company which he later j
nature were enjoyed, and refresh- i lhe c!ub rooms The ro“ caU was home the door was locked. I couldn't
sold.
He served his town in many
ments
served
under
the
direction
of
an
-^
ered
by
d*
'™c
remedies-the
Universalist Mission Circle will,
get In the house that night or ever
capacities, being at different times a
meet Wednesday at the vestry at Mias Madlenc Rogers and Mrs. ^‘nd srandmothcr used to give. Thc again. Even today when my brother
member cf the schcol committee.'
2:30 for relief sewing, devotional ex-' pershom Rollins. Mrs. Evelyn Or- pr(*rtm was cntltled "Famous Artists. I writes to me he does not mention the
first and second selectman and.at tho
erclses and a program. Religious cult. Mrs. Henry Lurvey and Mrs ! Thelr Llvcs and Work " with Mr“ opera.'
I Josephine Bessey in charge.
time of hls death, town treasurer.
Esther
Dolliver
were
appointed
a
current events will be in charge of
“Thereafter Mme. Savage went to
Guests last weekend at the homo
With his demise the community has
nominating
committee
to
report
at
Miss MYrtle Herrick, and Mrs.
Brussels, and sang various mezzocf Charles Smith were Mr. and Mrs.
lost a most valued citizen as Mr.
Oladys Morgan will present a paper next month's meeting.
seprano roles for two or three years.
Ralph Heald of Belfast.
Lincoln was an energetic leader in
on “Cologne Cathedral" as part of
Next she was a prima donna for a
Miss Mary Egan entertained
Mrs. Clarence Leonard was hostess
civic affairs. He worked with inde-1
the year's study of European cathetime .In London’s Covent Garden.
/ Thursday night at a Valentine party Thursday to the Christmas Club.
fatigable interest for that which war
drals. Mrs. Katherine Veazie will be |,
Finally she came to the Metropoli
Thc Even Dozen assembled recently
, . .
.
,, „
to celebrate her 14th birthday, her
right and beneficial. He was a man
tan Opera House.”
soloist, and response to roll call will i,
_
. .
.
„ .. .»
. „ 1 guests being Jean Ciukey. Patricia at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
| cf cxcmolary character whose lcs3
be based on "Work. Mrs. Annabelle „ „ „
®
J
.. ,
And has been very happy ever
_
1 Hall, Dorothy Howard. Virginia Nel- Goss.
will be greatly noted.
Berrv will be in charge or tea. Mrs. j
,
sine; right there tn the chorus,
Mr. and Mrs. R. M McKinley hav"
_
.
son, Priscilla and Charlotte Staples.
Mr. Lincoln was a member of Mt.
Florence Pike, chairman of work, re- _ ,
H
j claiming that thc chorus ls Just as
,
, , .
. .
,
Erleen Cates. Eleanor Harper, Ange- been passing a few days ln Boston.
Olivet Lodge cf Ma-ons, and thc |
minds members to take patchwork- „
L ‘
.
artistic as any other part of the
.. .....
...
,
una dAgostino. Barbara Murray,
Chapter; thc’Maccabces, the Mo: e,
blocks to this meeting to make com- „
__
.
opera, and privilege is afforded to
...
,
...
.
Nathalie Edwards, and Mary Dyer
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on
! thc Evening Star Grange, and a dlmingle with the greatest artists ln
pletion of a quilt possible.
~
. j'
In a heart hunt Miss Ciukey carried the left side of the road!
[ rector of thc First National Bank of
the world. Mme, Savage has a
Rcckland.
Pktper Bible Class will meet Mon Off the prize and in beano Misses
: daughter ln the chorus, too. After
He is survived by his wife and three
day 1 ftemoon with Mrs. E. D. Spear, Edwards. Harper, Murray, Priscilla
1
the
season
ts
over
she
teaches
singStaples and Ciukey. Buffet lunch !
i
daughters.
Misses Marguerite and
Maple street.
[ lng and French diction and drama
was served, decorations carrying out
,
Geraldine
Lincoln
cf Washington and
tics, with a studio at 310 West 72nd
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach, the Valentine season ln a most ar
Mrs. George Ames cf Jefferson.
street.
Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts. Miss Maerise tistic manner. Miss Egan received
Blackington. and Mr. and Mrs. many gifts.
The new messman was told to get
Just after hearing Mrs. Ruth
I Ellingwood's excellent paper on
Ralph Wyllie were guests of Mr. and
a line and a bucket and to draw up
lhe Older Adult Social Group of
Mrs. Daniel Snow for supper and
some salt water to flush out thc
1 “Negro Spirituals and Plantation
JANE WITHERS galley. With the necersary equip
the Congregational church had nn
fan-tan Thursday.
I Songs." recently presented before the
1 enjoyable covered dish supper-social
PINKY TOMLIN
ment, he stood bv the rati lost In
Rubinstein Club. I was much Inter
SAVE FUEL
Gordon, son of Mr. and Mrs. at thc vestry Thursday, with 32
RITA CANSINO
thought.
ested to come across an article ln the
Thomas Anderson. Rankin strect, present. Table decorations reflected BAKE QUICKLY
JANE DARWELL
"What’s that guy waiting for?"
Etude about the Charleston Society
celebrated hls 8th birthday recently the valentine season, and after full
Put in your kitchen one of the new for th? Preservation of Negro Spiri
GEORGE GIVOT
asked cr.e cf the mess cooks.
by playing host to several of hla justice had been done to the bountl- j
“Don't know." replied another
tuals. of which Mrs. Ellingwood
SPECIAL CHILDREN'S MATINEE
young friends. Oames were played, ful supper. Rev. Corwin H. Olds dis- '
“
Perhaps
he ain't seen a bucketful
spoke. This Society has been formed
TUESDAY, 4 O'CLOCK—10c
and refreshments were served from cussed in an interesting manner life (
he likes yet."
In fairly recent years. No trained
a table festive in valentine decora- j on a Western cattle ranch. Oames j
singers are accepted and thc most
TODAY
tions. Individual cakes with candles , rounded out the evening. Tlie comFine printed stationery costs no
stringent qualification enforced Is
PRESTON
FOSTER
were served, augmented by Ice cream mlttees in charge comprised Mr. and
! more during February and March
that of having been bred on a plan
in
and there were valentine baskets Mrs. Frank Marsh and Mr. and Mrs.
than plain, unprinted paper. The
tation. These singers give recitals in i
“WE'RE ONLY HUMAN”
with candies for each guest. Oordon Archie Bowley for the supper, and
Courier-Gazette is featuring Rytex
South Carolina and Ocorgia, sing- !
was remembered with many gifts. Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge F, Dunton and
Oreytone, printed with your name and
lng in a semi-circle, with clapping
Hls guests were Elaine and Signe Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Murray for the
address, or monogram, at $1.00 a box,
accompaniment and a stamping of |
Swanholm of Thomaston, Joan Up entertainment. The next social ls
regularly $1.50. Better stock up on a
feet. They endeavor in every way to
ham of Camden, Milton Robarts, scheduled for March 12, with Mr.
supply
oi this smart looking printed
preserve the spirit of the earlier sing
Ekrl Smith Jr.. Homer Eaton, Rich and Mrs. Chauncey Keene and Mr.
stationery. Postage 10 cents extra.
ing of spirituals. Their researches
ard Payson, Walter Spear Jr. and and Mrs. Clarence P. Joy in charge
1
....................................
Into the past have brought to light
Irene and Ronald Anderson. The «f entertainment, and Mr. and Mrs.
many Interesting and forgotten
THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES
absence of IRoy ISwanholm and John O. Snow and Mr. and Mrs.
songs used, they have learned from
Lucille Quinn due to” illness was Eugene Lamb of covered dish sup
songs. The majority of the songs
much regretted. Mrs. Anderson was per.
used, they have learned from
assisted in games and serving by
plantation negroes, and their sing
Mrs. Horace Upham of Camden.
Tlie best range that can be made. ing is authentic to the last degree.
Sizes 14 to 44
-----------------I GIRLS
Trade In Your Old Range
The
Society
Is
one
of
those
s|X3n|
Why wear out your shoes trying to
A remarkable special at Al's Hair
get a Job In «n overcrowded profes
taneous art movements that help to
dressing Salon. 288 Main fit, Rock sion? TTiere are opportunities In
Priced from
up
keep refreshed the soul of humanity.
the new profession of beauty culture
land. Haircut, Shampoo and Marcel It Is a growing profession Let us send
In the popular plain colors
you a booklet which tells of thc op
Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish It was born when a group of young
cr Finger Wave, for 11.00. —adv.
portunities.
folks of Charleston, S. C. (already '
See Them In Our Window—Shop Early
famous in musical annals at the i
HUB ACADEMY
Ruth Coltart, chiropodist, will be
Of Ilslr and Beauty Culture 161
scene of the first public concert j
ROCKLAND,
ME.
away from her office Peb. 21 to March Massachusetts Avenue, Boston Ap
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
proved by State of Maine.
5-S-tf
llltf given in America) in tl»e fall ot 1922
2, inclusive.—adv.
I8&20

Perry, Miss Margaret Bowler, Miss
Mtss Adelaide E. Cross has ar-. gj^beth Donahue. Mrs. Lillian Mcrived ln Florida and at present Is Ra<? Mrs Merle Hutchlnson. Mrs. E.
pleasantly located ln Sarasota, not C. Boody, Miss Nellie Cunningham,
far from Ihe Freeman S. Young's Mrs. Charles A. Morton. There will
whom she often sees. Miss Cross al be another of these pleasant after
ready reports the acquirement of an noon parties next Wednesday at 2,
enviable sun tan from long hours on With Mrs. Doris Ames ln charge.
the beach.
Mrs R L. Stratton entertained at
Mrs. Basil H. Stinson who recenUy dessert bridge Wednesday, winners
underwent a surgical operation at being Mrs. E. L. Scarlott and Mrs. '
Kncx Hospital is {.Lining very satis Earle Oowell.
factorily.
-»-----The Congregational Missionary So- j
Comer Club had cards yesterday ciety will meet next Wednesday at (
afternoon at the home of Mrs. I. J. the h:me of Mrs. H. B. Bird, with j
Shuman, with Mrs. Charles M. Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper as assistant i
1
Richardson as hostess.
hostess.

Traveling Around America

Death Of Prominent Wash-!
ington Man Was a Deep)
Blow In That Town

IN COACHES

rkttt Grit Lif

OLD TIMERS
RIENDS of long standing, these— much amusement to travelers vis
the Indians and tbeir faithful iting Bullvla and Peru on tbe weekly
llamas. Tbe llama (pronounced cruises from New York. Usually
yama, because of tbe duuble I) has when some one tries to add an extra
been the popular beast of burden In pound or two to the llama's burden
tho Andes since time Immemorial. be will lie down, refuse to budge snd
And a very amusing animal he ts! very likely spit upon tbe offender.
Although be Alls tbe porter role, be And bis aim is perfect!
In addition to carrying burdens,
Is high-stepping, haughty and very
Independent Early ln bis youth he llamas furnlsb wool for tbe coarse
learns that no self-respecting llama cloth—finer woolens being woven
will carry a load of more than one from the wool of the alpaca or the
hundred pounds. Tills queer quirk of still finer fleece of tbe vicuna, the
these proud little beasts affords aristocratic cousins of the llama.

F

The Greatest Show h/ lhe \\ or Id
l or iuenty~five Cents

KORA SHRINE CIRCUS
LEWISTON ARMORY

"•

March 9 - IO - II ~ 12 - 13 - 14
AFTERNOONS AT 2 —EVENINGS AT 8

The Biggest Quarter’s Worth in History
Citktli On Sale liy More Than ^,000 Shrinirr

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

frierd

VOUR l/ERV coon
ft
msiKfflRn

"When I first saw'The Milky Way', the laugh
hit that packed a Broadway theatre year
before last, I decided right away it could
be made into a really hilarious picture!
Now the critics say 'The Milky Way' is my

funniest picture. I hope you think so too.'1

Adolph
Zufc or

HAROLD

Vicks Cough Drop

GLENWOOD

The Milky flbv
ADDED—“VOICE OF EXPERIENCE"

NOW
PLAYING

“PETRIFIED FOREST’
with LESLIE HOWARD, BF.TTE DAVIS

. RANGES

PARK©
SILK

$59

DRESSES

$1.79 each

Phone 8Ui

Show*:
Matinee 2. Erg. 6.30. 8.30
Cont. Sat. 2.00 to 10.30

FAMOUS READING
ANTHRACITE

Stove, Egg and Nut Coal................................... $15.00
Pea Coal ................................................................. 13.75
Buckwheat Coal .................................................. 10.25
New England Coke.............................................
14.00
Coarse Run of Mine Soft Coal.......................
9-25
Screened Lump Soft Coal................................
10.00
Pocahontas Nut Coal.........................................
9.75
Fitted Hard Wcod..............................................
10.00

DUNN & ELLIOT

Burpee Furniture Co.

\

AI

LAJ'/Vl-/

TEL 5,

THOMASTON, ME.
11-12
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YOU GET MORE

| STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY j
■.s

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

I

FOR YOUR MONEY IN

What our Hfhtkeeprr* and eoa*t
guardamen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and
by night. The day’s newa
from many lonely outpost*
along Maine* waterfront.

OLDSMOBILE

JL

Come to the window, weet is the night
tir!
Only, from thc long line of spray
Where the sea meets the Moon-blanched
land.
Listen 1 you hear the grating roar
Of pebbles which the waves draw back,
and f-ing.
At their return, up the high strand
Matthew Arnold

her before this, but a car is something
different.
While P:sie was in Portland I had
a birthday anniversary. She sent m*
a Portland dailv and H owell Cullinan's latest book “Of All Places." as
gifts which certainly were acceptable
and keenly enjeyed

Every-OtKer-Day

4

<■

—

.Z

'ill

a

Jh

<

Wh'ts Head
Cap:. L. R Dunn cf the Coast
Portland Head
Ouard is cn sick leave. It is hoped he
“Time and tide wait for no man."
may recover socn.
Mrs, S P. Plcod and daughter. Neither does that Satuiday paper
Christine, have moved to Rockland with cur cozy corner, so. we carry on
Mr Plcod is spending 48-hcur liberty I
and ^«ht- ni«ht and da>' *hl,e \
, the c:ld wave continues. A fnowwhh hLs family.
storm arrived last Sunday and it locks
Mr . Daniel Farr.'worth who lias
»•-'
like more snow is due It keeps the '
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. P. W
shovel handle warm and muscles in Alley, hat taken on apartment in
good condition.
Outsci' of that. It i
Rockland.
is quiet here.
Because a milkman hero Is a screen credit for the freak knockout of the
Freeman Beal, bralswaln's mate, is
Mr nnd Mrs. Robert Toothaker cf ! novelty. Harold Lloyd takes pride >n middleweight champion A wily pron.i'.'i\ii
ln Chcls.a hospital f:r treatment.
I..'?.
Portland called Wednesday morning his new comedy. Paramount's “The motor corrals him and forces him to
Vada Alley Is working for Mrs. on Mrs R T Sterling and Arthur Milky Way."
fight for the title, which he Win.
Clyde Grant of St. George.
Harlow wat recent guest of R T
The spectacled comedian comes to through ducking his opponent's blot.his screen following as a timid fellow Lloyd as a fighter Is best describe !
Alfci Ailev is visiting her sister. Mrs. Sterling.
Local schools closed Pridav for win- whose sole claim to fame is that he as a deft dancer. The nimble steps
S F. FI tod in Rockland.
Sp erts are in full! conscientiously delivers milk each with which he evades the murderous
Mr?. H. W . Andrews has motored j ter vacation
morning
Unforseen circumstances onslaught of an infuriated pug
to Portmouth with Mr. and Mrs. swing.
A'hley Calder. Mrs Andrews recentWe are wtshirf Keeper Ny» of bring him into fistic notoriety when would be the envy of any profession tl
ly spent several da-s with her dauth- Doubling Point Range a speedy recov he ducks a blow in a brawl and takes dancer —adv.
long life . .. Then consider this
je
E as critical as you like —
ter. Mrs. L B Beal cn White Head ery. May he scon be free from woolen
— Oldsmobile “The Car That
it's your money you are
strings
and
tape.
.
OLDSMOBILE has every
H. W Andrews is spending the win
Has Everything'—is priced
paying
out
and
you
are
entitled
La:t Wednesday our thought
fine-car feature . . . none left out
ter with his sen ar.d daughters in
but
a
little
above
the
lowest!
to the most that every dollar
turned to the 127th anniversary of
Port tme j h, Hartford, and Balti
will buy you , . . That’s why
RIDE STARIIIZIR for
KNil-ACTION WHIILS
the birth cf Abraham Lincoln, our
• THE EIGHT •
• THI HX •
more
level, sweylesa riduig.
we say—go see the Oldsmobile!
fora restful, gliding nde.
ly
R
F
SKRVICK
great president and leader of America
•
L. B Beale has returned from 10
Look at its size. Try out its
SUPER - HYDRAULIC
BIG. OVERSIZE TIRES
Proof of the remarkable Interest In Romberg. Every musician ot note
days' leave during which Mr. and
roominess. Count up its mod
BRAKES
(or
quick,
for additional comfort
“Welcome Valley." the program star toined in honoring the popular com
Mrs. Beal and daughter visited relaIhi kin Lsland
straight-line stops.
ern fine-car features! Note for
and traction for stops.
Sixes $6 0 5 and up . ■ Bighta $310 and up,
ring Edgar Guest, the beloved poet poser-conductor In "Sigmund Rom
hat priettit Ltnuni aubject to change with
tive; in Portsmouth and Millbridge. I Greetings to all! Cold encugh fcr
yourself Oldsmobile’s every
on the NBC blue berg Week." His Tuesday evening
"TURRET-TOR" ROOT
out nonce Safety G la aa atandardequipment
NO ORAFT VENTILA
network Tuesday Studio Party programs one of the
all amund Spei al acceaaory groupa extra
convenience, every provision
Mrs. Lawrence Norton and daugh- you?
BT FISHER lor greater
TION for plenty of fresh
Car illuatrated is the Six-Cylinder 4 Door
r ights ls given in highspots of the weekly radio ached protection and beauty.
ter Patricia Ann? recently arrived
Welcome mail was the card from i
for extra safety, extra comfort,
Sedan $795 hat A Ger ersl Motors Value.
air without drafts.
the incident where ules. are winning a larger number of
•
4
G
M.
A
C.
TIME
PAYMENT
PLAN
•
increased
economy
and
extrafrcm Portland, and are occupying on* Keeper and Mrs Coleman of Cape
•
CENTER-CONTROL
rt "Luke Ferguson." listeners with every broadcast,
SAFETY GLASS for extra
STEERING for effortless.
cf L R Dunn’s ccttatges
. ' Neddick with the glad tidings that !
one of the char
"/tie
Car
(hat
It
at
Pi'erifiluHtj
protection all around.
••• Connie Gates, one of the most
true-course driving.
acters. "was
F. W Alley has a new car.
Mrs. Coleman is improving in health j
w o u n d e d." He charming songstresses on the net
A J Bral was in Rcckland Tuesday, it was also a pleasure to receive new-v
passed Into a work. has been chosen for vocal star
cn business.
letters frcm Mrs. Marion Yeung and
coma. The day dom with Phi!
after this particu Spitalny on his
P. W Aliev and son Vincent called Mrs Rcy Telman of Matinicus.
lar program, and j new network proMr and Mrs Herman Hallett of
Tuesday cn Mrs S F Flood.
for many days gram Miss Gates
>5
Joe Heynan has been here making Parkers Head recently passed a coup>
thereafter, listen is another girl
who
came
to
the
WINTER STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ers
throughout
thc
plans fcr installing thc telephone in! of days at the station during which
Edgar Guest
country stopped in ’.
.cl55'
make
the r.ew Coast Guard tower.
we enjoyed several briage games.
at branch offices of the program ''ood da'in6 sun8
Schwartz and Dougherty of Cape
Mrs. George Lawrence is visiting
sponsor to ask about the true con- 1 ln Cleveland over
ditton of "Luke Ferguson " This is ;a *ocal statlonEl.zabeth who have been working on here a few days.
deductible if incurred (D ln th? tax not be allowed; It was not a transac
taken by radio experts as a true test and- as ■ IT’ult °t
IT’S INCOME TAX TIME
the engine of the life boat, recently
Our sympathy to Freddie Ogood of
payer's trade, business, or profes tion entered into for profit
of a script radio program s popu- hFr excellent work
returned to Cape Elizabeth with ma- I Port Popham who suffered frozen I larity.
there, was proA loss sustained in the theft of an
sion: i2> in any transaction entered
j moted to a netchinerv parts.
fingers We hope he is not enduring (
automobile
purchased for pleasure or
into
for
profit;
(3>
from
fires,
storms
•’•Leo Retsman. famous maestro ' work spot She is Connie Gates
the dealer, the consumer may deduct shipwreck, or other casualties or convenience Is deductible, as It falls
(Continued from Page One)
Mr. ond Mrs G.L. Alley were Rock any serious after effects.
on that Tuesday night program over one of the few
as a tax. for Federal income-tax
A 1936 Philco seven-tube radio
land visitors last Saturday.
the NBC red network with Phil Duey feminine singers to be heard on both
may become obsolete at some future purpose? the anwunt of the gasoliiw from theft; and Hi from wagering in class 3. If. because of faulty
The Standard Oil boat. Portland which we just had installed is supply- , and Sally Singer, has probably dis networks.
driving but not of "willful negli
transactions.
date
covered as many noted voices in
tax paid by him; but the taxpoyer
Socony landed kerosene Monday for ing us with no end of enjoyment,
Business losses result, usually, gence", an automobile maintained
•••One of the most fascinating
radio as any other conductor. Two
Aut'.motiile Deductions
must have kept records of the pay from the purchase and sale of mer for pleasure Is damaged, the tax
the Coa?t Guard
Weather conditions here have not ■’ of his most famous discoveries were names in radio broadcasting is that
held by one of the world's greatest
We have been feeding the birds and been too bad. although It has been
Lee Wiley and Sally Singer.
With the number of autemobile ment of such taxes in order that the chandise
Such losses usually are payer may claim the loss sustained,
guitarists. Julio Martinez Oyandeduction may be substantiated as ascertained by means of inventories, j as it comes within the meaning of
have noticed many different kinds I rather cold, with ice on the river '
owners
registering
in
the
millions,
••• Jack Benny and Mary Living guren. who is heard every Tuesday
the question of deductions for the * squired by the law and the regu- which are required whenever in the the word "casualty.” Where damahere this winter, among them two j Cheer up Soring will scon be here!
stone returned to New York from at 11 P M over Stations WOR and
Hollywood and made merry by com WON in The Cale of the Red
cost of operation and maintenance Utl°n» The Federal gasoline tax opinion of the Commissioner of In- ' ges result from the faulty driving of
robins that have been about for sev- ' Monhegan reports having seer,
ing Into thc big city "in disguise." Dagger."
of a motor car frequently arlset. The « no‘ deductible by the consumer. A temal Revenue their use is necessary’ j an automobile with which the autoeral weeks.
•
. rebins but it has nothing on us for
The entire Benny family wore long
purchase price of an automobile. ««pa.ver may ascertain whether the to determine the income of any tax- mobile of the taxpayer collides, the
• • • •
Perkins Island was visited Peb. 1 by j gray beards so that they could do a
•••Clyde Lucas maestro on "Mu
whether It Ls to be used for business gasoline tax ^nposed b>' a Stat* U payer.
Greta Garbo and come to town "in sical Rendezvous, heard Wednes
Cape Neddick
J the cheery red-breasted birds
loss occasioned the taxpayer llkedays over the NBC blue network,
cognito."
or pleasure, cannot be deducted from deductible by the consumer or by
As
mail
and
supplies
demand
a
trip
The term “transaction entered in- wise is deductible,
Here we are again, after a long ,
spent five years working in dance
[ to shore, we bring this letter to its i
•••Dixie Lee is the lady who is bands before he built his own band. L gross income, li used for business.,11* dFaler hy addressing an inquiry to for profit" means any kind of
Losses from wagering transactions,
month of absence.
' to the collector of internal revenue business proposition. For example, whether legal or illegal, are deductknown as lire. Bing Crosby When He believes a maestro should serve
end.
with
kind
regards
to
fellow
,
It
is
a
capital
expenditure;
if
used
Mrs. Coleman came to the Beach
you hear Bing on Thursday nights an apprenticeship like anyone else.
for pleasure it is a personal expendi- for his district.
a taxpayer purchases an automobile 1 lble only to the extent of gains from
from Portland Feb. 3 and had to stay Guardians.
swinging his baton
ture—both deductions being express- j In anv casF
thF
•••
Al
Jolson
received
?.
fan
letter
to
the
music
of
x
to be used solely for business pur- ; such transactions. The excess of
there all night, as it was too rough
last week from one of his Chateau
ly prohibited by the income-tax lay.1 phased “ u*d
business pur- poses, and which is sold at a loss. As such losses over the gains is not deJimmy Dorsey and
Ram Island
for her to get over. She was guest cf
program listeners asking him to
his grand band.
' Several deductions, however, are I P°*s the tax mav »* added “>
this is a business proposition from ductible.
Hello. brothers and sisters of the
dinner. Although
Mrs. Grace Blethen and greatly enMrs. Bing is at
allowable in connection with the cost of the
and deurted as .Urt
finish, the loss is deductible. | AU losses are deductible only to
it meant an over
joyed her stay. While she was in Lighthouse and Coast Guard service!
the Crosby fire
night train ride.
cost of maintenance and operation a bt“lnpss expense, but where that is i But if h<> had purchased the auto- the extent to which they are not
side putting Bing.
Although the recent tough storm
Portland I was able to go up one
Al went. His fans
Jr., and the other *
of an automobile, used either for donF thF gasoline tax cannotbe de-1 mObiie to beused for pleasure or
compensated for by insurance or
Sunday for a call. Mr and Mrs Ever did not skip us on its route along the
met him at the
youngsters to bed vey
business or pleasure. If used ex- du;led separately under the Item of, convenience, the deduction would otherwise.
train,
dined
him.
coast,
no
damage
resulted
here.
Not
that
Dixie
is
™
ett J. Carle of the village were my
asked him to stay
clusively for business, deductions taxesnot anxious to be
Capt. Oamage of the Damariscove
guests, and together we had dinner
the day and night.
with Bing, but. ,
may be taken for the cost of gasoline, i Deduction For Traveling Expenses
Isle
Coast
Guard
and
a
few
of
his
men
with Charlie and Maude Knigtv The
Al was overjoyed
like every mother,
FLORIDA
brought
Mr.
Bradley
the
veterinary,
to
accept,
although
oil.
repairs garage rent, and other
To Obuln a deduction for traveling
the youngsters •
trip was delightful.
two
big
movie
ccme first and beDixie
necessary- operation and upkeep ex- expenses, which form an important
Although Mrs. Coleman's foot is to Fisherman Island Peb 5 to attend
executives were
sides she can hear
, pensea. Depreciation based on the ltem ,n the retllrns of manJ.
much better, she has had to go to Rev. John H. Wilson's dog that was
waiting
for
him
In
the program better at the loud
cost of thc car and Ils estimated use- ers> certain regulations must be obPortland once since coming home, and suffering from a hard case of pneu
speaker than in the studio. Bing Hollywood. The
monia.
Millard
Robinson
helped
in
ful life, also Ls deductible
s?rved
taxpayer Ls required to
agrees. All Hollywood votes they are next day when Al
Al Jolson
must go next week also for treatments,
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern In every way.
awoke there was
Hollywood's
favorite
couple.
Other
deductible
items
are
as
folattach
w
hls
return a statemem
making
the
landing,
as
a
stiff
breeze
probably once a week for several more
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches.
two feet of snow on the sidewalks In
lows:
Sums
paid
during
the
taxable
showln<
the
nature
of
business
,
n
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private baleoniea.
••• Have you ever wondered why front of his host's house. Before
weeks She goes one day and comes was blowing from the southwest.
fludy Vallee can always be certain anyone had awakened. Jolson had
Bert Little recently called at the
year for registration fees, drivers' 11- which engaged, number of days away
back the next. To the friends who
of a "perfect" broadcast? His Va shoveled all the snow off the side
June to
censes, personal property tax. and from home durinl the taxable year
have been so kind as to ask for her. I station to make a gift of fish to Keep
riety programs, now In their seventh walk.
October
Booklet
municipal
taxes;
interest
on
money
j
on
account
O
f
business,
total
amount
er Robinson whose health is gaining
express my appreciation.
year on the air, have Invariably
•••
When
John
Boles
sang
on
a
borrowed
for
the
purchase
of
a
motor
of
expense
lncidental
t0
meals
and
teen
topnotchers.
Principal
reasons
slowly.
Mrs. Mabel Rcbinson of Portland is
Hotel
Application
ore astute knowledge of the show recent Radio Theatre program, it
car. either for business or for pleas-, ,odging #n(, tota, fimount Qf „other
We are eager to know how Keeper
visiting us much to our pleasure. It is
Maselynn
world and its performers, and dili was the first time the producers had
ure; loss sustained by reason of expenses" incident to travel and
Stamford
gratifying to know we have friends Staples is getting along and hope we
gent rehearsal of the most minute singing on the broadcast. Inciden
Del. Co.
damage
while car Ls being used for claimed as a deduction. Among the
tally,
for
the
second
successive
year
read
news
of
him
soon
in
our
,
may
details.
Corner Second Street
who come to see us in the winter when
R.
H.
Maae
N. Y.
this program was voted the out
business, provided such loss is not "other expenses" are tips, provided
life at a Light is not as pleasant as in column.
Manager
and First Avenae
•••No better loved figure ambles standing dramatic program on the
covered by insurance or otherwise; they are reasonable In amount.
A
few
oil
boats
go
by.
but
otherwise
along Radio Row than Sigmund air by the radio editors of the nation.
summer.
Moderate Rates
damages paid for injury to another
Traveling expenses are deductible
We were sorry to read that Mr. traffic is not heavy in these parts dur
Dining
Room
Service Unsurpassed
provided
that
the
car
was
being
used
only when the trip is on business.
Seavey lost his father recently. We ing cold weather.
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Fluffy." our cat. tips the scales at I The contest at present is a tie between
for business at the time, and the They are limited to such expenses as
extend our sympathy to him. and I
20 pounds and has the real hunter's Kenncd>' and Mann' Hcw man^'
damage was not covered by insur are reasonable and necessary In the
think people living cn a Light feel
Blue Hill Bay—Casco Passage and ance or otherwise; and the amour..
instinct, for he can catch gulls and Brother Keepers are go.ng in fo:
conduct of the business and directly
death more keenly than those whose
York Narrows are reported clcsed by paid for insurance on motor vehicles
that sport?
attributable to it.
whose homes are on the mainland. crows as well as rats and mice No
used for business purposes.
The Mount Desert R?ck telephone ice Peb 13.
Traveling expenses incurred in
I was talking recently with Keeper worries about such pesky "varmints"
Ylork Narrows Mid-Ghannel Bell
cable has been gone for over a month
Deduction For Tax On Motor Gas
Tracy of Boon who is home for a few as
35 "Fluffy is on deck!
connection with a journey to an
Mr. Robinson and Millard Robin- and nou' ours has followed suit, so it, Buoy nd Orono Point Buoy 1 have
days. It Ls a misfortune to have the
If an automobile is used for botn other city to accept or seek employ
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